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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

THE HISTORY OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA SINCE 1966 HAS 
FULLY VINDICATED THE MLOBiS EXPOSuRE OF .THE COUNTER-REVOLUTIO~ARY 

"GREAT PROLETARIAN CULTURAL REVOLUTION" 

It is now almost 10 years since the Marxist-Leninist Organisation of Britain 
issued its historic "Report on the Situation in the People's Republic of China". 
This now classic analysis of the origins L s!e.yelopment and alignment of class forces 
in the "Great -Proletarian Cultural Revolution" of 1966-68 showed tha.b behind the 
demagogic mask of "socialism" in China lay: a tacTica_]J.y con:c;aled~apparatus of 
p ower through which - the chineE_e national- capitalist class could make its dictator
ship effective in the specific conditions of a Chine. the workers and peasants of 
which had carried through, 17 years earlier~-a victu~ious national-democratic revol
ution and whose revolutionary zeal and striving for fundamental social change 
remained at a high level. 

The objective situation ~n the newly-founded People's Republic of China in which, 
in the years immediately following the victory of the national-democratic revolution 
in 1949, the national capitalist class found itself, in which it was compelled to 
lay the first foundations of its economic system and to mould and strengthen its 
state apparatus of rule - the two together, base and superstructure, making up the 
system of "new democracy", the blueprint-for which was put forward by Maohimself 
at the 7th Congress of the CPC held in Yenan in 19~5 - was one in which the workers, 
peasants and progressive intellectuals of China were demanding and expecting, as 
an inalienable right flow·ing to them as the natural outcome of the revolution which 
their class power had made-and carried through, the building of a thoroughgoing 
socialist system in China, one in which the fruit of the working people's labour 
would be guaranteed them through the establishment of common ownership of the means 
of production, distribution and exchange in the hands of a state based on and dis
charging their class power, the power of the worker-peasant alliance. It was this 
demand which the revisionist "Thought of Mao Tse-tung" was able to exploit by dis
torting it into the deceptive, because essentially c1assless, slogan of "People's 
D~moc;r:atic :Cictatorship". Indeed, it had been the chief qualification of "The Thought 
of Mao Tse-tung11 as the .guiding ideology mobilising the mass of China's working 
people behind the national capitalist class in the difficult task of bringing an 
independent and organically viable capitalist China into being, that it provided 
just the kind of inverted ideological framework needed as a cover behind which the 
subjective demand of China's toiling millions for a socialist China and for a state 
of their own democratic dictatorship could be satisfied in the world of illusion, 
whilst in reality there was built a viable, resilient and - from the all-important 
aspect of its power to evoke an emotively persuasive and disarming social response -
effective state apparatus of rule embodying the dictatorship of the national capita~ 
list class of China as the essential precondition, in terms of class power, for the 
building of a state-capitalist system disguised as "socialism". 

For the national capitalist class, the chief merit of "new democracy" as a politi
cal blueprint -for a state-capitalist system in China lay in its ability to "give" to 
the makers of the revolution, the workers and peasants, the illusion that the unin
terrupted transformation of the national-democratic into the socialist revolution was 
being put peacefully into effect through such measures as the nationalisation of the 
"commanding heights" of the economy previously held by the comprador bourgeoisie and 
the setting-up of joint state-private boards for that sector of industry - by far the 
largest - owned by the national capitalist class, which took care to preserve for 
itself the tactical pose of a "weak and vacillating force" which would even go to the 
lengths of undergoing "voluntary ideological remoulding to accept socialism". What, 
of course, was in reality being given, and to whom, was the reality of political and 
state power for the national capitalist class, albeit a power carefully concealed 
and disguised behind the facade of a false "socialism" and the illusory "joint dic
tatorship of the bloc of four classes". That this "new democratic system" proved in 
practice to be one which rendered yeoman service to the national capitalist class 
through all the difficult vicissitudes of New China right through to the Great 
Impressario's final tour de force in the "Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution" is 
incontrovertibly demonstrated in the Report. 
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Among the well-known tenets of "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung' 1 which form the 
foundation of the political principles on which the system of "New Democracy" 
is based, the following are shown by the Report to be fundamentally unscien
tific and contrary to _the _principles. of Marxism-.Leninism:-

"Thatihe capitalist class in China represents a social force which supports 
and works for the building of socialism; 

that the transition to socialism can be brought about peacefully, without 
the violent opposition of the capitalist class; 

that the capitalist class can grow into socialism by ideological r emoulding; 
that socialism can be built without the establishment of the dictatorship 

of the proletariat, by means of a 1state of the whole people' in which the 
working people share pmver with the capitalist class 9 

that socialism can be built without the leadership of the Marxist-Leninist 
Party, but with leadership shared between the party of the working class and 
the parties of the capitalist class on the basis of 1mutual supervision'; 

that during the building of socialism the capitalist class should be allowed 
to put forward the i de ology of its class3 

and that during the building of socialism the Party should adopt a policy 
of 'liberalism' in all cultural fields. 11 

(Report of the CC of the MLOB on the Situation in the People's Republic of 
China, "Red Front", January 1968; P·?-6). 
The Report went on to demonstrate that the so-called "Great Proletarian Oultural 

Revoluiion",which destroyed the Chinese. Communist Party ahd the Chinese trade~ union 
movement and l:mnched armed attacks against the working class, was a counter
~ution launched ~nder cover ·of.:_ th~ most s_bagtele_§ls, ·rabid and scientifically 
dishonest "left" demagogic, slogans yet known in the history of the 1 world struggle 
for socialism, a concentration of counter-revolutionary force launohed with the 
aim of destroying the fruits of the· national-democratic revolution which the 
forces representing Marxism-Leninism in China had declared their intention of 
carrying through to a socialist revolutionary conclusion. 

One of the important points argued by the Report was that the aim of eliminat
ing the Communist Party of China and the entire national-democratic revolution
ary movement which had been built up under its revisionist leadership for the 
carrying through of the national-democratic revolutionary stage was not because 
that party and that movement had suddenly become transformed into a force 
threatening the continued existence of state capitalism ·.in China and the rule 
of the national capitalist class headed by Mao Tse-tung. Indeed, how could this 
be so? For t.be CPC as the vanguard of the Chinese revol~tionar;y forces ]lad bee~ 
under the leadershi:Q and control of the revisionis::l_group around_ Mao Tse-J;1.lllg 
from at least 1935. This had lasted until 1952, and the brief period from 1959 
until 1.2.2.§_, when the "Great Proletarian C-ul tuial Revolution" was launched and 
brought the epoch of "new democracyn to its end, constituted in itself a far 
too brief interval of time for the organisational power ru1d political authority 
o~the new soc~~ist-~ientat8d~eadersh~~round C~mrade§ Liu Shao~chi and Peng 
~n to have consolidated their position. Thi§ group and its supporters~ educ
ated b;y the exp2_~ienc_e-of- Soviet m_s:J~ern revisionism as well as by its growing 
understanding of the true class role and -content of the s:j;rat~Bic erspectives 
developed by the faction headed by Mao Tse-tung~ had only then begun the:ir 
development towards a ].IIa.:rxis-t-Leninist understanding and mastery of the laws of 
motion of the socialist revolution in China and of their relation to the - -
national-democratic revoiuti-on. '" 

A fact which is not generally grasped or its significance understood by those 
whose political and theoretical development is moving towards a break with 
Maoist "left" revisionism and towards a rilarxist-Leninist understanding of the 
Chines.e revolution is that, as the Report showed, the date at which a Cultural 
Revolution was first launched in China was not in the spring of 1966 - this, 
indeed, marks. only the inception of the counter-revolutionary phase in the 
development of the pre-revolutionary class struggles in China - but a whole year 
earlier, in :May 1965. In that month the CPC launched the Socialist Cultural 
Revolution, and this event of itself marked the decision taken by the new leader-
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s:c. ) ..c. -"'-er Liu Shao-chi and Peng Chen that the political situation and balance 
of ~ l.n,~s f orces in China had, as a result of successful battles both within the 
pa::ty ar..rl in the working class and peasant movement as a whole to restrict and 
cu+, clo·.m the authority and influence of the faction he ade·d by Mao Tse-tung, 
culm:L-·lo/: .i:J.g in the successful restitution t~ full pa:rtystatus and activity of 
mos t of t _'le 300,000 cadres who had been removed as a consequence of trw liberal 
"Let a £,::-~d:~ed Flowers Blossom" policy advocated by Mao, reached a point. at which 
jih~_!;_§,_~~S2f incepting the first initial stages j n the mounting of a ';ocialist . . 
rev,-1J:J.~-:'.G'2_§:t'Y movement could be undertaken . · 

HowP-ver tenuous and elementary the measures embodied in the unleashing of the 
Soci..al :i_s ~ Cultural Revolution in May 1965 may have been, ·· they together amoun.ted · 
to t~1e ~ .::le scapnble and - for the Chinese national capitalist class· - potentially 
fat E: ful end doom-laden fact that a section of the Political Bureau of the ere · ·· · 
had c o:r.9 ur.der the leadership of cadres who were moving towards the adoption :of · 
a Marxis t-Leninist theory and practice in relation to the revolutionary proc·ess · 
in China , This, it was recognised by Mao Tse-tung and his faction- whose -empir
icnJ ly lirri ted intellectual horizons, as with most reactionaries, open or - ~ :· 
conceaXed, t ended to be counterbalanced by an acute nose for impending trouble · ..:..:: 
reprecen·c::O. the threat of a potential socialist revolutionary situation in: the 
futl~re v • .h::_c.h; .however remote, they were not prepared to tolerate. With the not:· 
inconsid-~;rable experience in the manipulation of the revolutionary process in a; 
ro::!. or.ia1·-·type country such a s Chino. possessed by the faction headed by Mao Tse-tung, 
it wo.s lcno~1 that, if left to develop according to its own inherent and organic 
lawn of ri.otion :a.rid given, as a vital element of revolutionary consciousness within 
that p~ocess the~ading role and scientific practice of a Marxist-Leninist vanguard 
party - a qualitative inner-Party transformation which would in time undoubtedly 
have t $;):<:en place within , the CPC following upon the final removal from power of 
the " left" revisionists he8.ded by Mao Tse-tung - that process would and could · 
only culm".nate in the expulsion of the national capitalist class from the "new 
democratic" state, the instrument of its concealed dictatorship, · to the destruction 
of t he.t s-tate and to its replacement by a state of the democratic dictatorship . 
of ,the working class and poor peasantry; that is, to the carrying through to .. 
vict o~c-y of the socialist revolutionary 't'asks which the strategy and tactics irnpo~ed 
on the Chinese Revolution by Mao Tse-tung and his faction had, for 16 years from 
1949 to 1965, been instrumental in frustrating and aborting. 

These revis ionist elements in party and state therefore began to organise them~ 
selves, a's the Report has shovm, under the l eadership of :Mao Tse-tung and his 
facti on aa d according to a skilfully devised tactical plan, for the elimination , 
by force of the potential Marxist-Le:ninist nucleus which had begun to develop 
around Cemrades Liu Shao-chi and Peng Chen and for the counter-revolutionary 
replacement of the u.ristable- even · if tactically astute- framework of "new demo
cracy" by a tighter form of state apparatus - albeit one still retaining for 
obvious t ac tical reasons the false facade of "socialism" - in which the leading 
role would be fulfilled, not by the People's National Consultative Conference and 
still l ess by the residue rump of the CPC left over from the ravages of the "Great 
ProletarianOultural Revolution", but by the People's Liberation Army- after, of 
course, this had been purged of any genuinely socialist and proletarian elements 
and transformed into a fascist-type repressive militia. The chie f social role of 
these Chi~ese blackshirts with false red banners was and remains to impose an iron 
discipJ:..ne upon the worker and peasant masses not only in society at large, but 
~~~1._1 e:c t heir pla ce. of work~ and thereby to assist in the most direct way 
possibl2 not only in the maintenance of a repressive state apparatus as such, but 
also in -the b~ead-and-butter tasks associated with the primitive accumulation of 
capito.l i n the hands of that state through the heightened exploitation of the 
worY.:c:rs and peasants. 

Thin v1e.s the ignominious end of "new democracy", a political and state system 
which , at bot tom and in the most fundamental sense, represented a variant of 
bourg22~~Ar1ocracy - perha~s the last that history will see emerge from the womb 
of deYel oping capitalism _be:(()re the onset of the coming era of victorious f1nr.i P~ l:i., + 

revolut i ons led by the proletariat of all lands and its Marxist-Leninist Inter
natio~.1 .al brings the epoch of capita lism to its final end. 
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The Report also showed, however, that the rule of Chinese national capital 
for a period of some ten years after the completion of the "Great Proletar
ian Cultural Revolution" rCilmaineli a basically unconsolidated one. The truth 
of this has been prove-d by the entire ·s?quence of events, from the high 
Point of the "Great .Proletarian Cultv.ral Revolution" in August-September 

/ . 
1966 onwards. Ravin~ succeeded in it ~rimary aim of destroying the develop-
ing Marxist-Leninist section_within the ~eadership of the CPC, headed by 
Liu Shao- · --~and Peng Chen, the domillallt pro-US clique around Mao Tse- tung 
;;ere coiJ!Pell fqr several ye:-a.:rstherea.fle.r- to. rely on the .J2etY.:-bQur.geois 
"ultra,.-left", .le·d first by Lin Pi~o and la~E)r b_l Chiang Chin_& Only after 
both the consolidation of their own r~le in the new conditions preva~ling 
after the "Great Proletariap Cultural Reyolution" had eJ.iminated the CPC as 
a potential socialist revolutionary tanguard - a potential role which 
might have become reality if the developing Marxist- Leninist section had 
succeeded in carrying through thejr plans and perspectives for the trans
formation of "IW-w democritic' .... Ch{aa into a socialist China based on the 
democratic· rule . of the workers and pt>or peasants- and their ~veloping 
alliance with·U$. imperiaiism had paved the way for the later unfolding of . ~ 

"large- power cooperation on an increasing scale" - did the ruling Mao faction 
feel its positio~ sufficiently secu,re as to move against the ultra- left and 
so to begin the lask of dismantling, s~age by stage, the "leit'' mask, 
composed of the ~ost unbridled demagogy and deceit, which hitherto they had 
needed as a cove behind which to consolidate the real apparatus of their 
polit~cal and military power. 

The first step tn this process of consolidation was the expulsion of Lin 
Piao , who represented that section_2f the national bo~~eoisie whos~ 
interests brought it into opposition with US imperialism and hence to the 
c~:mclusion of ~-aTlicmce ,"Vith it. The second step, theffioment. for launclling 
whi ch was felt to have arrived with the.death of Mao himself in 1976, was 
the elimination of the "Gang of Four" headed by Chiang Ching, the group of 
petty- bourgeois adventurers whose only objective base of power__lay. in_th_e 
di§.oontented .student masses which, after the. hysterical euphoria engendered 
by the "Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution", had looked to the speedy 
dawning of a hazily conceived populist millenium, ru1d on whose backs the 
Chiang Ching mountebanks had hoped to ride to power. 

The validity of the analyses presented in the MLOB Report has been proven 
up to the hilt by reference to the entire sequence of events in China 
throughout what ooy be termed "the decade o£: the 1 left 1 demagogic circus" 
from 1966 to 1976. However bizarre and inexplicable they may have seooed 
on the mere surface .of history at the time, e'specially when looked at 
individually as separate events without a conjoint evaluation being made -
a task which was virtually impossible in the thick of the artifically
inspired tumult of the post-1966 manoeuvres and sallies themselves - a 
careful study of those events forming the seemingly anarchic backcloth to 
the later development. of "The Thought of ~.fao Tse- tnng" can be seen as the 
ideological mobiliser and inspirer of a counter-revolutionary mass movement 
which_, in the. different conditions ,prev1:iling in an economically and socially 
~ard country but ·recently emerg~d from semi-colonial subservience, 
fulfils the same objective role as that~la~ed b~ a fascist mass movement in 
the more adv,unced and polarised conditions of a developed monopoly-capital-
ist country: -.- ~ 

I 

Indeed, it ma;y be said that the "Thought of Mao Tse-tung", as a hothouse 
ror the engendering of unbridled populist demagogy, only fails to attain to 
the ideological leadership of an out-and-out fascist counter- revolutionary 
mass movement because the general level of social development in China was 
and remains at an as yet insufficiently advanced level for fascism to form 
a suitable ideological-political framework and cover for maintaining the 
rule of c_hinese national capital. · 

As far as the present situation in China following upon the death of the 
founding father of Chinese "left" revisionism, Mao Tse - tung, is concerned, 
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the internal situation of factional dispute and rivalry has now, since the 
accession of the openly (as distinct from "left") revisionist Hua Kuo-feng 
regime, given place to one of relative stability, and this in itself provides 
an indication of the need felt by Chinese national capital to consolidate the 
grip of the state-capitalist system and its military-bureaucratic super
structure more thoroughly over the population as a whole. 

As for recent Chinese f~eign policy, this also gives undeniable evidence 
of .the now thoroughly reactionary character of the ruling national capitalist 
class. In the international arena, thePeopie1 s Republic of China - - once- the 
guiding star and example to millions of Asia's exploited and oppressed - is 
now linked in reactionary alliances with the forces of U~imperialism in 
Pakistan, Chile, Iran and, finally in Angola and Zaire, ~~ilst the invitation 
extended to the discredited ex-President Nixon, the political spokesman of 
the oil-space-armaments magnates who has been discarded by US monopoly 
capital but remains honoured in Peking for his "services to Sino-US coopera
tion", reveals the lengths to which the architects of Chinese foreign policy 
will go in their efforts to whip up a war alli~1ce directed against their 
implacable rivals, the Soviet ~eo-imperialists, w_llose_peed for imperialist 
etcpansion repre~ents at one and the sam~ time the_great~"L th:~reat to US world 
hegemo~ ru1d to the national security of the People's Republic of China. 

~ - --- - -
Despite these obvious and proyable aspects of the "Thought of Mao Tse-tung", 

Maoi~m still retains some of its _pseudo-theoretical aura precisely through 
its claim to a "dialectical 1:Jase" which seeks to dress up the practice of 
class collaboration, of harmony between labour and capital, in the "theoretical" 
disguise of "an enrichenment of Marxism-Leninism". For precisely this reason 
we print the article "The :Mystique of :Mao Tse-tung Thought" with the aim of 
finally dispelling any claifl on the part of "'rhe Thought" to be a development, 
a "refinement" (to use the somewhat precious terminology of Professor George 
Thompson) of scientific dialectical materialism. We also print our O~an 
Letter to the Communist Workers' League of Britain (Marxist~Leninist) -not 
because we have any illusion that its contents will have much effect on the 

. ·group itself, but in the hope that its content may communicate itself to 
some of the more questioning members of the various Maoist groups and so 
succeed in pulling away some of the support which "The Thought of Mao Tse
tung" is still able to command, not just in Britain, but throughout the world. 

Insofar as the former US President Ford felt himself able to express his 
sorrow at the death of Mao Tse-tung in the followingwords- so different from 
any delivered by·a leading spokesman of world imperialism on the death of the 
real Marxist-Leninist, J.V. Stalin: 

"Mao was a most remarkable and great man • • • (who) •• had the vision and 
imagination to open the doors so the United States and the People's Republic 
of China could do things in a new era and a new day"; 

- a love-feast was inaugurated which, for sheer obscenity and monstrous incon
gruity, puts the mating of Silenus with the Nymph in the shade. The music 
accompanying this unholy matrimony was provided, not by the Wedding March from 
Lohengrin (Richard Wagner's turbulent spirit may, for once, rest in peace), but 
by the staccato rat-tat-tat of machine-gun fire sounding off in Squire Calley's 
~or of Mi Lai, with the boom of heavy calibre bombs landing on Hanoi and 
Haiphong as a ground-basq setting off the more delicate themes in the higher 
registers of the Dance. Kao.a'Qre . ct:f Vietnam. 

Surely the time has come to put an end to the ghastly parody of Marxism
Leninism which is the "Thought of Mao Tse-tung"l We hope that this pamphlet 
might make a modest beginning in this important polemical task. -
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T H E MYST IQUE 0 F " M A 0 T S E - T U N G 

TH OUGH T" 

THE RESOLUTION OF CONTRADICTIONS AS THE KERNEL OF :NIAOIST FHILOSOH1Y 

A fundamental component of the philosophical system known as "The Thought of 
Mao Tse-tung", r.w.'1 absolutely essential feature of its world outlook and the 
basic method by means of which it cognises the world, is the philosophical metho~ 
of the resolution of contradictions. This philosophical basis is typified by, 
for instance, the theory of "national unity of the national bourgeoisie wi~h the 
working class and poor peasantry in the building of socialism", a classic 
formul a for the "harmony of labour and capi t::~l" indeed, in which such contra
dictions are allegedly "resolved" in the teeth of their inherent antagonism. 
From this Original Sin of Maoism flow a number of liberal-democratic panacea, 
all of them, as we shall sec, characteristic of that fundamental mechanical
determinist world view which is summed up in the concept of "the peaceful 
resolution of contradictions", and which is so typical CL foundation of the 
philqsophy of a bourgeois class during its r evolutionary phase, the phase of its 
birth and early development: · 

"In our country the contradiction between the working class and the national 
bourgeoisie is a contradiction among the people •••. This is because of the 
dual character (Sic- Ed.) of tho national bourgeoisie in our country •••• The 
contradiction between exploiter and exploited, which exists between the 
national bourgeoisie and the working class, is an antagonistic one. But in the 
concrete conditions existing in China, such an antagonistic contradiction, if 
properly handled, can be transformed into a non-ant onistic one and resolved 
in a_:peaceful way." Mao Tse-tung: "On the Correct Handling of Contradictions 
among the People"; Peking; l964; - p.3-4. Our emphasis). -

. Just why and for what precise reasons, "in the concretB conditions existi~g in 
China, such an antagonistic contradiction (i. e ., between the working class and the 
national ·bourgeoisie- Ed.) can be transformed into a non-antagonistic one and 
resolved in a peaceful v;ay" (p.3-4) is not made clear at any point in the above 
or~ other of Mao's writings. In fact, the crux of the i deological deceit 
perpetrated in the above quotation lies in the so deceptively unengaging and 
prosaic 11 in the concrete conditions existing in China". It is a we ll-known char
acteristic of modern r2visionism and its special pleC!.ding that it seeks to justify 
its vulgarisati.ons e.r;,d distortions of Ivbrxict -Leninist theory, its desertion of 
revolutionary class-principles, by reference to the "specia l conditions" prevailing 
in the given country, which necessitat e. a unique, nationally distinct road to 
socialism. 

In the case of Mao and his speci2..l pleading on bGhalf of the Chinese national 
bourgeoisie for its inclusion in th8 bloc of revolutionary classes, he is not, in 
fact, able to cite a single characteristic of the Chinese national bourgeoisie which 
distinguishes it qualitatively from the bour&eoisie of any other colonially sub
servient an,: occmomically underdeveloped country: 

" ··· tho ChL'1ese national bourgeoisi8 also has another quality, namely, a prone
ness to conciliation with the enemies of the revolution •.• it is neither willing 
nor able .to overthrow imperialism (unaided?- Ed.) ••• in a thorough way." ( 11 0n 
New Democracy"; Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung: Vol.II, Peking 1965; p.349). 

All this is indicative that, as Mao himself admits: 

'~en confronted by a formidabl8 enemy , they (i.e. the bourgeoisie -Ed.) united 
with-the workers and peasants against him, but when the workers end peasants 
awakened, they turned round to unite with the enemy against the workers and 
peasants . This is a general rule applicable- tO the bourge-oisie everywhere in 
the world , but the trait is more pronounced in the Chinese bourgeoisie." (ibid.~ 
p. 349). 

All this relates to the oneness of the Chinese bourgeoisie with the bourgeoisies 
of other lands, and as such it may be looked upon as so much window-dressing. 

l 
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When it comes to establishing the speci&J. featm'cs which distinguish the 
Chinese bourgeoisie from the bourgeoisies of other, and particularly the devel
op-.;d lands, agairi···Mao :has tQ fall back on a vague arid \L"ls'ubs·t@tiateu· -· 
generalisation: 

"The Chinese national bourgeoisie retains a certain revolutionary quality." 
(Ibid.; p.348). 

Absolutely no objective evidence is given tc prove that tb,e Chinesenational 
bourgeoisie i6 any more capable of fulfilling a revolutionary role in the 

. carrying through of the national and democratic tasks than was the Russian 
bourgeoisie two decades earlier. 

Ih the passage from 11 0n the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the 
People'' quoted above, the deception resorted to is of exactly the same order. 
To tho nc..tionul bourgeoisie is nttributod a "dual character" consisting on 
the·one side of an economic relationship resting on the exploitation of the 
working class. The o-ther side in this duality 9 however 9 is never indica ted; · · 
mu·ch less defined. However, at least as far as the economic strength of the 
national bourgeoisie is concerned, the statistics issued by the Government of 
the Pecple 1 s Republic of China in 1966 show that g . · 

"In 1949 capitalist industry accounted for 63.3% of the gross output vaiue 
of the country's industry. In 1950 the total volume of private trades · 

. occupied 76.1'/o of the country's vrholesale aDd retail trades respectively. 
(Mao Tse;,.tung: Speech at the SuprGme State Conference, Januaryl956; cited 
in:Kuan Ta-tung~ nThe Socialist Transformation of Capitalist Industry and 
Commerce in Chip.a'' .9 __ peking; 1966 9 p. 28-29). 

Such are_ the "threadbare ideological devices covering the true class nature of 
mao;i.st "NeyT l)emocracy". On the panorc:una- of history, the classic simpl:l..ci ty of 

-·:tfre ·French bourgeoiHJ:rq •·s "Liberty; -:Eqmdi ty, Fr·aterni ty" towers abqve it. ~ · 

A basic feature of the Maoist perspective leading up to the achievement of a 
"socialist" ~iociety is therefore cooperation bet ween the working class and the 
national capitalist class in the building of 11 socialism11 

- the outcome in 
practice 9 in the re_al world of classes' of relations ·between classes and, above 
all,·of·the struggle between them, of the application to social life and 
practice of the niethod of resolution of contradictions in ci.non~an:tagonistic · 
wa;y~ -

11 The year 1956 saw the transformation of privately-owned industrial and 
commercial enterprises into joint state-private enterprises •••• The speed 
and smoothness with which this was carried out are closely related to the · 

I ·, · fact that we treated the contradiction between the working class and the · 
national bourgeoisie as a contradiction among the people. 

In building a socialist (Sic- E:l.) society, all need remouldin~, the 
exploiters as well as the working people. 11 (Mao Tse-tung g "On the Cor:r'ect 
Handling ••• ; p. 27). . 

The result is a theory in which the clear and incisive analysis and definition 
of class and. of the relations between classes which is characteristic of Marx-
ism is blurred and confused in such a way as to produce an inverted view qf an 
imaginary chimerical class of national capitalists which can be induced through 
"ideological remoulding'! to adopt measures and to ac,crree to social policies which, 
-if they were in reality socialist in character, would quite obviously be in 
opposition to their class interest , so as to achieve the peaceful resolution of 
the contradiction between labour and capital in the joint and non-antagonistic 
building of "socialism". Since, in reality, it is not socialism which is being 
built, but state capitalism, the real cause of the ineffable and heart-gladdening 
hush of peace which descends on China just at the moment when those "socialist" 
construction works are being embarked on is the fact that it is very much in 
the interest of the national capitalist class to support them s.ince, as a direct 
consequence of their implementation, the entire surplus value produced by the 
working class is milked from it by an apparatus of discipline and coercion.which 
is part of the state and then paid out to the national capitalists as _a gilt-
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edged security. In this way do the mechanical-deternrinist prescriptions of Mao 
help to bring about class pea?e between labour and capital: 

· "on the one hand, n?mbers of the bourgeoisie have already become managerial 
-personnel in _joint state-private enterprises and are being transformed from 
exploiters into working people living by their own labour. On the other hand, 
they still receive a fixed rate. of interest on ·their investments in the 
joint enterprises ••• 1' (ibid.; p. 28). 

~i'The vast majority of the bourgeoisie and intellectuals who come from the 
old society are patriotic? they are willing to serve their flourishing 
socialist motherland ••• " (ibid.; p. 39) 

Irithe text of "On the Correct Handling of Contradictions among the People" 
it is stated that "the socialist system was basically established in 1956" (p.43). 
It is clear? ho~vever, that whatever had been established in China in 1956, it 
did not p·ossess the social characterist~cs associated· with and inseparable from 
the -success-ful · laying of the economic foundations and political supe:+structure 
of a socialist society. These consist, in their most essential form, in the 
taking firm root of socialist production relations based on ovvnership and cont~ol 
by the whole working people through their state of at least the predominanent 
part of industry, commerce, banking and trade (together with appropriate trans
itional forms of quasi-socialLst property, such as coll~ctive farms,in the case 
of the peasantry); whilst, as far as the political superstructure is concerned, 
the essential prerequisite for and component q_f a socialist society is the 
completion 61' th.e ciass basis of the dictatorship of the proletariat achie.ved .. 
through the cons'olidation of the class alliance between the proletariat and the 
poor peasantry, together with the s.trengthening of its state apparatus of povrer 
this being the particular form of the dictatorship of the proletariat which is 
appropriate to the objective conditions prevailing in a country emerging -or 
newly emerged from colonial-:-type oppression through the intermediate stage . of 
the national-democratic revblution. 

As- we have seen~ the illusion·of .socialism is necessary to the Chine~e national 
capitalist class in order to disguise the essentially state-capitalist "cl'lara6ter 
of""the production relati~l!-s .. established through the joint st;;;_te-p:rivate boa:r;ds. 

_Howeve,{, taking _ fo:t: the moment the illusion of socialist production relations and 
a socialist economic base at its face va lue,let us see how the chimerical "social
ism" achieved in the perspective presented by the "Thought of Mao Tse-tung'~, i.e., 
the process of peaceful~ non-antagonistic "remoulding" of the national capitalist 
class. (and, remember, of the ·workers~ for, as we have seen, 11 all need remoulding, 
the exploiters a's well as. the working people" L t,o ae:.oept "so.cialism" looks from 
the point ··or 'View · of the· political superstructure o_;f .. "New Democracy'' and ·i-ts 
development, as provided for :ln ··the progra.nli-ue laid dov:n by Mao Tse-tung ~ in. which 
the formula has been amended as follOVlS g 

"The democratic parties of the bourgeoisie and petty-bourgeoisie ••• exist 
side by side with the party of the working class •••• Because we have no 
reason not to adopt.the policy of long-term coexistence with ull the de~o
cratic ' (sic ~Ed.) parties which are truly devoted to the task of uniting 
the :people for the cause of socialism." (ibid.; p. 43) •. 

It will be noted here that, in maintaining that the democratic parti_es a:r;e 
"truly devoted to ••• the cause of socialism", Mao is declaring that the national 
capi tali""st class, whose political instruments the "democrc9tic 'parties" are and .. 
are intended to be und.er the New Democratic constitution, can play a positiverole, 
not merely in the com letion of the national-democ tic rev t• (in 
w 1c revo :u.tionary ·stage Leninism also recognises that- a nascent and oppressed 
capitalist class of a colonial-type country can make a positive contribution) · 
but also in the socialist revolution. · 

However, unlike Leninism, Maoism does not rocognise the transition from capitalism 
(in the new f.orm of state capitalism esta:bl:1shed by the New Democratic Revolution) 
to "socialism" as being a revolutionary process necessitating.the transfer. of 
economic and political power from one class (the national capitalist class and its 
aJlies) to another class (the working class and its allies). On the contrary, it 
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conceives of the transition to socialism as a peaceful, gradual and harmonious 
development, i.e., merely as quantitative change, which can be brought about 
purely by technological development and "political engineering" ("the correct 
handling of contradictions ••• "). No role whatever is played in this process by 
the class struggle waged by the working class and poor peasantry or its qual
itative outcome in revolution, socialist revolution led by the working class 
against the capitalist class. 

Hence the national capitalist class, according to "The Thought of Mao Tse
tung", is able to grow peacefully from capitalism into socialism, and from 
this to the contention that the political parties representing the interests 
of that national capitalist class can become "truly devoted to the task of 
uniting the people for the cause of socialism" forms a leap from "quantity" 
(mere "long-term coexistence") to "quality" .( ttdevotion to the cause of social
ism") which, unlike the genuine dialectical leap -from a capitalist society- to 
a socialist society taking place in the real world of classes, .class struggle 
and revolution, the "Thought of Mao Tse-tung" is fully able to encompass in 
its system.; 

ON "CORRECT HANDLING" - Al~ ElVD?IRICAL SUBSTITUTE FOR DIALECTICAL 
REASONING IN THE "THOUGHT OF lV1AO TSE-TUNG" 

We have aLready dealt with the fundamental aspect of "The Thought of Mao . Tse
tung" as it relates to the basic class role of the national bourgeoisie. But it 
is in the course of "co~rectly handling" those class relationships that the more 
immediate],y transparent and anti-Marxist manift;s..tations of "The Thought" come to 

· ·· light. A basic lack of comprehension of th.e fact that capitalism and socialism 
are, according to Marxism-Leninism - or, for th~t matter, and to the extent that 
their o~ pragmatic world view permits it, according to the representatives of 
the capitalist system - locked in a life and death struggle on a world scale, is 
revealed in what has come to be recognised as the cleare.st and most definitive 
statement summing up the revisionist content underlying the entire opus of Mao 

, Tse-tung: "On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the People". It is 
tin this work also that there is ·•:orevB,alec} in its clearest form the view that the 
' a.ontradiction between_ the capitalist:. cl~ss and the working class, between capital 
and labour, Can be "rt::solved/1 • peacefully Within tqe ~ttcJ.ectic framework of "people IS --

democratic dic.tatorshiptt. This quali:tative break vri th JVIarxism-Leninism is ~eveal-
ed in the view of claSt:J·relations adopted by "The Thought", which sees the 
national bourgeoisie not as a clearly defined class which, in accordance with 
diale~tical materiali&t method, is ~haracterised according to the relationship 
it bears to the ownership and control of _the means of production, distribution 
and exchange, but .as one which can become either an all,y or an enemy according 
to the purely subjective criterion of hmv it is "handled": 

"•·· if it is not properly handled 7 if, say 9 we do not follow a policy df 
uniting, criticising and educating the· national bourgeoisie, or if ~he 
national bourgeoisie does not accept this policy, then the contradiction 
between the working_ class !3-Jld the national bourgeoisie •an turn into &'1 anta
gonistic contradiction as between- ourselves and the enemy."(lbid.; p.4) 

However, the ambiguity of this method as a guide to action - even one which 
claims to be "scientific"- is · revealed in the following examples- examples 
which show how, amidst the surf.:1ce turbulence and anarchy of the "Great Prolet
arian Cultural Revolution" it could happen that even "the closest Comrade-in
Arms and Great Successoi-11 of the Godhe~..d hims ·k.f could become overnight a 
"capitalist reader": 

"Quite a few people fail to make a clear .distinction between these two 
different types of contradictions - those between ourselves and the enemy 
and those among the- people - and are prone to confuse the two. It must be 
admitted that it is . sometimes easy to confuse them." (Ibid.; p.l2) 

"As regards the suppression of coun-ter-revolution, the main thing is that we 
have achieved successes~ but mistakes have also been made. There were excesses 
in some cases and in other cases counterrevolutionaries were overlooked. Our 
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(Ibid. ; p. 20) . 

It should be clear that, without a clear analysis based on the objective phenom
ena of classes, class relationships and class struggle, not merely on the subject
ive factor of how they are "handled", it becomes difficult indeed to distinguish 
between progressive and reactionary, revolutionary and counter-revolutionary class 
forces. HoVlever, insofar as China is not a socialist country- and, . in fact, in the 
period prior to the "Great :ProletarianGultural Revolution", the CPC and the state 
of the People's Republic of China never claimed that it was, defining China as a 
"new democracy" which, in its turn, was claimed to be "a transitional form on the 
road towards socialism" - it is important to be very clear that the pseudo
dialectical effusions about "the suppression of counter-revolutionaries" and 
"opposing the top party person in D..uthority taking the capitalist road" are 
merely a means of papering over the cracks in the edifice of ideological deception 
and political concealment- i.e., concealment of the truth concerning the real 
social character of the production relations in China and concerning the question 
as to which class holds political and state power - which is the system of "People'E 
Democratic Dictatorship", as these cracks and scisms inevitably arise, and arise 
ever more frequently, as a result of the discrepancy between the capitalist reality 
of the "joint state-private boards" and the illusion of "socialism" becoming more 
and more glaring and acute and henge .tending to reveal the truth about the 
incipient struggle between capita~ and labour which lurks always not so far beneath 
the surface of "new democratic" society in China, 

Indeed, it is inevitable that, in China as in all other capitalist-type countries, 
the antagonism between capital and labour, between the national capitali~t claSs 
(in alliance with one or other section of the remnant comprador bourgeoisie) !"Cmd 
the working class (in alliance with the poor peasantry) should break out into 
violent conflict, into the struggle between revolution- i.e., the struggle of the 
working class ru1d its allies to bring about the transformation (hardly, however, 
uninterrupted) of the national democratic revolution into the socialist revolution, 
of "new democracy" into socialism - and counter-revolution - i.e., the struggle of 
the national capitalist class and its allies to maintain the state-capitalist system 
in being and to strengthen its dictatorship as embodied in its state apparatus of 
rule. Just such a period of reYolution and counter-revolution was the period of 
the ''Socialist Cultural Revolution11 and its counter-revolutionary aftermath in the 
"Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution" between 1965 and 1968. These had their 
origins, however, in the first of these struggles and class engagements.in the 
People's Republic of China, when a section of the national bourgeoisie whose 
interests were represented by the "democratic" parties,made the attempt in 1957 to 
force their majority class compatriots, who retained their allegiance to Mao Tse
tung and the reYisionist CPC, to abandon the facade of "new democracy" and to adopt 
instead the state formation of an open bourgeois republic. They were, of course, 
suppressed - but Mao used the opportunity to strengthen the system of people's 
democratic dictatorship still further and to lay down the first tactical moves which 
were to enable him, 8 years later, to defeat the attempt by the most advanced section, 
of the working class led by the new Liu Shao-chi - Peng Chen leadership of the CPC 
to bring about the long-delayed transition to the socialist revolution in China. 

Here 1s how Mao used his method of pseudo-dialectical misrepresentation as a means, 
on the one hand, of drawing false, inconsequential inferences and on the other, of 
lending an aura of bogus scientific authority to his essentially empirical concept 
of "people's democratic dictatorship": 

"In 1956, small numbers of workers and students in certain places went on strike." 

"We do not approve of disturbances, because contradictions among the people can 
be resolved with the formula 'unity-criticism-unity' •••• ·..ve believe that our 
people (who include the national capitalists -Ed.) stand for socialism, that 
they uphold discipline and are reasonable ••• " (Ibid.; p.46). 

It is, then, no accident that the "theoretical" armoury of "The Thought of Mao 
Tse-tung" contains no clear analysis of the classes in "new democratic"China which 
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conforms, or even-makes any attenpt to conform, with the scientific criteria of 
Marxism-Leninism and. the dialectical-materialid nethod . Instead, the "Thought" 
presents the following eclectic rag-bag of classes and strata - even political 
parties are lumped together under the same heading~ 

11 The Chinese Communist Party, the democratic parties , democrats not affil
i ated to any party, intellectuals, industrialists and businessmen, 
workers, · peasDnts and handicraftsmen. 11 (p.5l). 

As for the all~impo:r;-tant presentati on of the transition to "socialism" in 
China as a peaceful, harmonious unfolding of historical events as a result of 
"skilful social engineering" , :Mao t akes care to devote more than adequate 
attention in his speeches ' and articles - in particular .ul 11 0n the Correct 
Handling of Contradictions among the People 11 , the definitive statement laying 
down the s trategy and tactics. to be pursued by the revisionist CPC on behalf 
of the national capitalist class in the qi fficult and stormy period following 
the 20th Congress of the CPSU in 1956 and the s_ubsequent degeneration of the 
International Communist Movement into opportunism and revisionism - to the 
question of the "voluntary ideologica.l.remoulding of the national bourgeoisie 
to accept socia:lism11 

: · 

"After· they have attended study erou.ps for some weeks, .::nany industrialists 
and businessmen, on returning to the~~rises , find they speak more 
of a corillnon language with the worker p- D..YJ.d the representatives of state 
shareholdings~ ~d so work better together.~ ( p.29) . 

When, by -1958-9, it had become ylear that the. emfirical prescription of 
"correctly handling" the social and qlass oontr.a.di.ortions of "new democratic" 
China had proved powerless to prevent·. the revolutionisat ion of a sizeable part 
of ~he . industrial working class ru1d the development of a Marxist-Leninist outlook 
amidst a section of the leadership of the CPC, Mao was quick to change :tis 
tac.tics. Wheu, i n 1956-7 it had been the-o-pposite class forces, the dissident 
~lements in tne national bourgeoisie and the Urban'petty bourgeoisie,which had 
adopted a r adical stance •:Vis-a-vis their aw:r~ .. cl.as~ ,interest and had taken it 
uppn theoselves. to at tenpt to bring -the syst~m o{ 11 new democracy11 to an end, Mao 
hqd adopted a soothing , cdnciliator_y t one ,. -s!\eaking_ in terras of 11 Let a Hundred 
Fiowers Blossom, a Hundred'. Schools of Thoutsht' Cont.eM", and blaming "excessive 
bureaucracy", 11 commandisq" and "autho:titaria.nism" in the CPC for the disturbances, 
thus letting the real authors, the right-wing of the national bourgeoisie, off 
the hook. 

In 1958-9, on the other hand, when it was _the vrorking class which was mobil
ising its forces for the qualitative leap towards socialism which was embodied 
in the aim of expelling.the representatives of the national capitalist class 

---from the "new der.10cratic 11 state and liquidating the dei!lOcratic part i es , Mao 
adopted a very different stance. As adept a poli tical quick-change artist as 
ever was Thiers on the eve of the Paris Commune, he suddenly appears in the 
guise of the bold innov1.tor of social forms Dnd architect of the most breath
taking leap in production relations ever seen in history: the leap from the semi
feudal backwardness characteristic of China's countryside straight into communisml 
He comes forward with his proposal for "people's communesu, in which the free 
production relations of communisn1 shall be established at the stroke of a pen l 
Let that sly rascal Liu cap that one if he can! 

It was with this, the supreme demagogic move of his whole career - for it is 
un~ikely that Mao ' s failing health enabled him, by 1966~ to have played any very 
considerable part in the organisation :J.nd unleashing of the "Great Proletarian 
Cultural Revolution" itself, it being nore feasible that this role was fulfilled 
jointly by Lin Piao and Kang Sheng - that Mao and his revisionist group laid the 
first and essential basis in "lefi;" der:,agogy for the sweeping counter-revolution
ary maneouvres of 1966-6'8 ·and perfected the quasi-fascist techniques of the "Great 
Proletarian Cultural Revoluti-on". It was then, in the midst of the bloodbath which 
was what pecame of the steel city or' Anshan when, in the summer of 1966, units of 
the PLA under the control of the counter-revolutionaries nttacked this s tronghold 
of Marxism-Leninism a.nd the organised working class in China, that a pitched 
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battle ensued which lasted for many months. This great class battle, which, when 
the archives are opened up,is destined to go down in history alongside the Wall 
of the- Corm:h't:u'l.aras ·or the boi-ricades ·of Wedding and Neukolln as a sc_ene_ of great 
class heroism and forti tude on the part of China 1 s indus'trial proil..etariat -, gives 
the lie to the utopian picture painted in the writings and speeches of Mao Tse 
tung of harmonious class relations and a peaceful, harmonious growth into social
ism. 

For, in China as in every land in which socialism and the democratic dictator
ship of the working class has either been attained, as in the Soviet Union, or come 
near to attainnent, the actual or approaching victory of the revolutionary prol
etariat has been the qualitative outcome or near-outcome of intense and bitter 
class struggles, accompanied at times by the most bloody and destructive massacres 
which have thrown back the tide of proletarian revolution for a period and ended 
in a new and strengthened form of rule for the capitalist class and its state. 
So also has it been in China, and just as the higher form of organisation of 
monopoly capital in the countries of the developed heartlands - the corporate 
state - will most sure.ly act as the. diale{ltical touchstone -compelling the working 
class movements of those countries to deepen and enrichen the---scien-ce--ef---!'4axxism
Leninism, to build new, yet more influential, powerful and scientifically organ
ised communi$t parties_ and so prepare. for . the final victory -over eorpoxa:ee···s-tate 
monopoly capitalism in the future, so also will the present all- powerful ·military
bureaucratic state embodying the rule of the national capitalist class in China 
compel the ultimately invincible proletariat and poor peasantry of China to reform 
their ranks, carry through an allround criticism of the revisionist "Thought of 
Mao Tse-tung", make a profound theoretical analysis of the social and class 
reality of the People's Republic of China after the "G::!:'eat Proletarian Cultural 
Revolution" and on that basis re-establish their vanguard, destroy the rule of the 
national capitalist class and bring the socialist revolution 'to finai _victory. 

To sum up, therefore, the main poiz1ts of criticism and conclusions developed in 
this section, there can be no doubt uut that "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung" is the 
ideology reflecting the rule of the national capitalist class of China, a prescrip
tion for "correctly handling" and resolving the social and class antagonisms 
underlying and arising out of the rule of capital over the working people and 
peasantry of China . In this connection, the simple words of the democratic artist 
Kathe Kollwi tz come to mind, who said "Life is struggle, struggle and always 
struggle". She thereby revealed that she had a more profound grasp of the essence 
of dialectics than had the "great philosopher" Mao .Tse-tung who , in spite of 
his much-vaunted claim to be "the creative developer of Marxism-Leninism", the 
"great dialectician", the "Lenin of our era", and so on, was yet unable to compre
hend that the essence and motive force of all development and change in nature, 
society and human thought is contradiction and struggle, not resolution and harmony. 

This claim on the part of "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung" to be "the Great Con
tinuator of Marxism-Leninism" and the "Lenin of our Era" exists despite the fact 
that it stands in clear contradiction to Stalin's exposition of the dialectical 
method. Where "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung" sj;ands for "the harmonious resolution 
of contradictions": 

"We must continue t o resolve such contradictions in the light of the specific 
conditions •••• Contradictions arise continually and are continually resolved; 
this is the dialectical law of the development of things." (Ibid.; p. 16-17) 
(Our emphases -Ed.); 

"Progress and difficulties - this is a contradiction. However, all contradictions 
not only should, but can be resolved." (Ibid.; p. 34) (Our emphasis- Ed.); 

"Every contradiction is an objective reality, and it is our task to understand 
it and resolve it as correctly as we can." (Ibid.; p. 54) (Our emphasis- Ed.)/ 

Stalin, in ;contradistinction t o this, upholds the dialectical materialist view 
which is the diametrical opposite to that of Mao Tse-tung: 

!'The dialectical method therefore holds that the process of development from 
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the lower to the higher takes .place not as a harmonious unfolding of phen
omena but as a disclosure of the c011tradictions inherent in things and 
pheno~ena , as a •struggle' of opposite tende~ie~ which operate on the 
basis o.f these contradic-tions." ( J. V. Sta9J1'2 , "Dialectical and Historical 
Materialism" , FLPH Moscow 1938; p . 717) (Cur eophb.sis - Ed.). 

Our. critical examination must thepefore begin with a conpdXison of the 
utopianism and metaphysical inversion underlying "The Thought of :Mao 'rse-tung" 
with the objectively verifiable scienti.fic method, the generalised essence of 
scientific practice, which is dialectical mc:.torialisrJ - the scientific philos
ophy .of the revolutionary proletariat and its vanguard and the foundation of 
Marxism-Lenixlisl;il. 

In doing so, we must lay bare the essential distortion which exists, behind 
all the pseudo-<iialectical sophistry and phrasemongering, between the world 
view and philosophical method which cognises all development and change as 
arising out of the synthesis of contradictions through the emergence of a new 
g,ua}i ty at a higher level - tbe philoso_phical method of dialectical material-

tism; - and that which cognises development and change as the mecbtl.Llical and 
qunptitative resolution, or m~rging, of contradictions at a given level, thereby 
emasculating the very contradictions it attempts to cognise by strippil~ them 
of ,their essential contradictoriness, their mutual opposition and antagonism. 

We sh,all come to ·see further, t):lat the latter of these two fundam€ntally 
opposed world views and philosophical methods - that of Mao Tsc- tung - is but a 
variant·- a highly sophisticated ru1d tactically concealed one, it is true - of 
bourgeois metaphysical philosophy. More specifically, vre shall see that, in 
its system, or world view, it is a variant of bourgeois idealism, whilst in 
its method, in its theo+y, it is a variant of bour~eois mechanical materialism, 
or determinism . 

DIALECTICAL MATlJRIALISivh TH.l!.: QUESTION OF CONTRADICTION AND RESOLUTION 

One thread lies at the he~rt of materialist dialectics: that js, that in the 
division of unity and the cognition of its contradictory parts lie the funda
mental ieature of dialectics - indeed, 1the essence of dialectics ' (Lenin): 

"The unity of opposites is conditional·, temporary, transitory, relative . 
The s,truggle of uutually exclusive opposites is absolute, just as development 
and action are absolute . " (Lenin). 

Thus the fundn.nental and continuous process in change is the struggle between 
opposites. Engels speaks of the "resolution of the contrndiction, to a radical 
qualitative change of the thing. " We sec from this, however, that there can be 
no question of this resolution tc:.king place wit~out a qualitative leap into a 
new entity; that, .for instance, it is not possitle for the contradiction between 
the working class and the national bourgeoisie to be resolved through harmonious, 
contradictionless and fundamentally eclectic merging of the one with the other. 
Such a concept of "development" has nothing at all to do with real development 
in a real world, which ur.i'olds through the qualitative supercession of the old 
quality in its .entirety by a new qu<l.li ty through a leap to a higher level. 

As is true of any society, the clic.lectics of the development of Chinese societv 
in the leap to a socialist society must, by a similar proce-ss of revolutionary 
chaiige, negate the national bourgeoisie as a class . Marx wrote that "No develop
ment that does not negate its previous forms of existence can occur in any sphere , 

And so it is t~1at there can be no process of ·change through the conflict of 
opposites within an entity without such .Process leading to and reac11ing its 
final outcome in a leap from quantity into quality. Change of quantity is still 
change within and inherent to the old quGlity, whereas change of quality is the 
negation of the old quttli ty m1d the synthesis of the contradictions within it into 
a new quality - a new quality which then, from the JHOment of its birth, will contaiJ 
Within it a new fundamental contradiction, a new structure of subsidiary co~tra
dictions dependent upon that fundamental contradiction and a new process of 

·dialectical change through which these levels of contradiction in their totality 
will nove . 
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The "Thought of Mao Tse-tung", by mechanistically_merging these two distinct 
stages of the dialectical process - quantity and quality, quantitative and qual
itative ohange - into one another, achieves the representation of what is in fact 
a mere change of quantity • the secondary, finite · and limited aspect of change -
as if a change of quality, a leap into a new quality, had taken place. And, 
conversely, qualitative change - the fundamental an pr~mary aspect of change, its 
revolutionary essence - is effectively disguised behind tpe veil of a mere change 
of ,quant_i:t;y. In this WaY "The Thougll_:t _, ~f .M?9. Tse-tung" postulates the harmonious 
coexistence and -deve.lopment of contradictions in a metaphysical relationship in 
which - by means oT ·a: mechanical-determinist system which· is fundqjrientally related 
to the old mechanical-materialist philosophy of the French Enlightenment whilst 
lacking any of the latter's wit or its tren_chant criticism of the ol~ . !;30,cie.ty 
and its relations ~ change is conceived as a change of form pure. and simple, as a 
mere surface rearrangement of the fundamental elements of the universe which in 
themselves Hare· -eternal and changeless. . .. 

. ---··· · ~ . . 

In the .case. .of .Mao Tse-tung and his "Thought", these metaphysical elements take 
on the more specific and tangible form of the fundamental classes comprisil}g···~ 
Chinese society, the relationship between whioh in reality is one of unremitting 
and irreconcilable struggle. As in any other capitalist nation-state, these 
struggles will one day lead to the qualitative supercession of the old capitalist 
society through the qualitative leap made by the victorious socialist revolution, 
but "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung" presents this process as a::J!'.:Jooth,con.trt:.d.ictionlcss 

-an~ harmonious progression or unfolding of successivephanmena in which the dev~ 
:lopmental distinction between quantity and quality is obliterated - a "transform ... 
ation" which smacks more of the old stageless, mystical metamorphoses so belqved 
of the tr~scendalists than it does of any materially based developmental change 
brought about by the conflict of real opposed forces comprising a real sphere of 
opposites in the real world of man, society and the natural universe. 

The metaphysical connotations attaching in the popular inagination to the other
wise simple word "transformation" are thus made use of in "The Thought of Mao Tse
tung" in order to construct a process of "change" which appears on the surface to 
bear all the hallmarks of a profound and deep-seated dialectical progression, but 
which, upon closer critical examination, is seen to bear a purely scnnntic or 
asso-ciative si.;nificnnce. For instcmce, acc.ordine to "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung", 
the working class, in being "tram~formed" from the oppressed and exploited into 
the ruling class as a consequence of the victory of the socialist revolution, is 
presented by Mao a:s an example of "the two poles in a contradiction reversing their 
positions and changing places:' The impression is created, almost spontaneously and 
unnoticeably', that nothing much has really changed - only the two chief dramatis 
personae on the stage of capitalism have "swopped roles". The reality of di.alectical 
development and change, whereby the two fundamental poles, bourgeoisie and prolet
ariat," thesis and anti~thesis, are both qualitatively superceded in the new class
less quality of communism, the syntheSis of the totality of contradictions under
lying capitalism, is obscured behind a sweeping historical generalisation which, 
through its very vagueness and formlessness, attains to an aura of false profundity. 

Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, the classic founders of Communism and the mater
iaii.st conception 'of history, of the dialectical D.aterialist method in science and 
philosophy and the first to place social practice in general and the prac.tice of 
revolution in particular on a scientific basis, comprehended with brilliant 
insight and mastery the dialectics of history in both their generality and their 
concreteness. They understood full well the fundamental significance of the.period 
of the dictatorship of the proletariat, as the embodiment and essential expre·ssion 
of the leap from capitalism to socialism, the qualitative outcome of all-th€· elass 
struggles between bourgeoisie and proletariat throughout the history of .capitalism 
and the highest form of organisation reached by the proletarian-socialis.t revolu
tion - its culmination and its essence, when the victorious proletariat organises 
itself as the ruling class over its former exploiters and oppressors. 

Precisely because they were the first to cognise and master the laws of motion of 
the transition from capitalism to Communism, they also understood that the qualita-
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tive supercession of the fundamental poles of contradiction in capitalist 
society, bourgeoisie and proletariat, could be attrtinod only in the classless 
society of communism. 

For all these reasons,~furx and Engels, like Lenin after them, saw the period 
of the dictatorship of the proletariat not only as occupying an entire historical 
epoch, the epoch )f the transition from capitalism to :communism, but they under
stood the stage it occupied within the tota l process of dialectical change from 
capitalism to communism as being the_ne ation of the old ualit ca italism 
through the e~~~nce or birth of the new uali t socialism or the lower 
stage of communism • They understood with profound insight that, although upon 
the completion of the proletarian-socialist revolution the working class ·becomes 
the ruling class and thereby exchanges ~ts social and class role vnth that of 
the defeated capi tali.st .. class, the outc.ome of the whole subsequent Q.evelopment 
of socialist society up _to the davm of communism ends in the negation of the 
rule of the worki~ class, the negation of its revolutionary negation of capita
list societ~- an ~ct through which it thereby abolishes itself as a class, and' 
hence as a ruling class, through the building of communism. These are the pro
found dialectics of the epoch of .. the dictJ3,to.::--.ship of tp.e proletariat; of the 
tra.nsi tion from capitalism to communism, 'wr..ich "The TP,,ought of Mao Tse-tung" not. 
only obscures but fundamentally misrepresents .by vulgatising.it to the level of 
mechanical determinism. 

This h~gation of the old quality:. through the first -emergence of the new 
quality- its revolutionary birth, its leap into :being and . in.to a .new becoming
represents but the first and ~eptive stage in the developoent of the new 
quality*· This is followed . by ~he stage in which the new q~ality -.in the case 
under consideration, the new~y -'Porn spciali~?t ~ociety - develops an.d consolida-tes, 
itself to its full maturi tY:·-in .. cbrmaunist society. It is with -this s~age that ,our 
examination of the dialectics of the .trans~~ion from capitalism tnr~gh to ful~ · 
communism must next be concerned. 

The sphere of contradiction in~hic~ the most fundamental and formative process· 
es of change in society take ·place is the sphere of the production relations, the 
economic base. This is as -true of the developing socialist society as it is of · 
any spontaneously developing class-divided society preceding it. That socialist 
society must grm through the lower stage of communism (socialism, characterised 
by the continued prevalence, though o* an ever-diminishing .scale, of commodity 
relations, the operation of the law o.f value and bourgeois .right as the regula
tors governing the exchange of conwodities and the distribution of social wealth 
between individual producers) right ti.'}? to the consolidation of fully mature and 
developed communist relations, the relations of free producers and consumers 
interacting \Yi th one another without the i:o.tervention of the law of value and 

I 

bourgeois right, when all the birthmarks i:oheri ted from the old quality, capi t-
alism, still ad.t_ering to the body of the nevr society, socialism, shall have 
disappeared. The essential content gf this- second stage in the dialectical_ 
development of the new quality, socialism developing-into-communism 9 during which 
it strengthens, consolidates and completes itself in communism, is seen by -Marxist 
Leninist philosophy, by dj.alectical materialism, as the negation of socialism's 
earlier nerati~n of capit_alism as a result.:of the growth of the lower stage of 
communism socialismr-into its highe~, and_fully developed stage, communism, 
through the unfolding and full development of all the essential and organic 
features of the classless ~ociety, the society of fully conscious producers 
freely associating in the utilisation of means of production held (the worQ 
"owned" would no longer be apposite) :in common. 
------------------~-------------··---~--------------------------------------------
* It is, of course, already the second stage in the total process of dialectical 
development and change, the first having been the stage of quantitative change 
within the old quality which took place by ·virtue of the conflict of the opposite 
poles of force inherent to it 9 but before that conflict had reached a point of 
intensity at which the framework of the old quality could contain it no longar 
and it had of necessity to burst asunder, thereby enabling the new quality to 
emerge • 
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It is this final and most profound stage in the total process of dialectical 
change, the stage of the negation of the negation of the old quality through the 
full development of the new quality~ which "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung" denies and 
r eplaces with a superficial, essentially undevelopmental~ ahistorical and, at root, 
profoundly undialectical "reversal of poles", which is then presented, not as a 
stage in the 11dialecticalll development towards the fully formed new quality, but 
as itself the end product of a "process" which is essentially mechanical, not 
dialectical. 

In its epistomology, its theory of knowledge, this particularly subtle form of 
the disembowelnent of the dialectical materialist ;::;~thad is not confined to "The 
Thought of Mao Tse-tung". Indeed, it is to be found in most of the treatises on 
"dialectical materialism" prepared by the modern revisionist falsifiers of Marxism
Leninism and materialist dialectics, whether of the right, the ultra-right or the 
"left" revisionist stables. But it is to "The Thought" that we must turn for the 
most classic and formative statement of the new mechanical-determinist philosophy, 
the philosophy of the new bourgeoisies of the developing and emerging countries, 
the classic exposition which gives us the clearest insight into the inverted 
ideological motivations underlying it. As such, and in spite of its formative and 
classical significance, it is the most typical and concentrated expression in 
vulgar philosophy of the world view of 'the bourgeoisie at the new stage in the 
development of capitalism, on the threshold of which history now stands: the stage 
of corporate-state monopoly capitalism or its equivalent in the newly-emerged 
countries: bureaucratic state capitalism. Of these, the latter is increasingly 
revealing itself throughout the peripheral regions of the capitalist world market 
v1here, in the previous stage, that of ii:J.perialism and state-monopoly capitalism 
of the old type in the last dying phase of Ylhich we still find ourselves, the 
national bourgeoisie, where it had existed at all, had been the colonial-type 
adjunct of the developed metropolitan countries - as the most appropriate form of 
the political and state organisation of the national capitalist classes of those 
areas in the conditions of the crisis of absolute retraction and the increasingly 
x1tagonistic mode of operation of the falling rate of profit ch~acteristic of it. 
In short, "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung0 is one - and an extrenely important one at 
that - of the various forms of metaphysical philosophy ch3Xacteristic of a capita
list mode of production which has its back ugainst the wall of history, the philo
sophy of a bourgeois ruling class which, whether in the developed or the emerging 
countries, is prepared to fight with the ferocity of a wolf-pack, not only against 
the revolutionary proletariat and its allies in defence of its wealth and its 
system of exploitation as a whole, but also and in the first place against its class 
rivals in the desperate struggle for a share in, and if possible control of, the 
dwindling sources of profit and super-profit • 

Thus "The 'rhought of Mao Tse-tung11 is the philosophy of a new national bourgeoisie 
both at its revolutionary stage, before it has ousted imperialism and gained state 
power in a united national terrain, and at its post-revolutionary stage, when its 
prime concern is the struggle for the acquisition of the social and class terrain 
which it so desperately needs as a soil on which its new system - new, that is, 
within capitalisn- may grow. As the philosophy of a capitalist class with its 
fangs bared, and which can make headway against the ever more adverse tide of 
history only by battening down on the proletariat and its allies and exploiting them 
even more thoroughly - in particular by preventing the outbreak and victorious 
completion of the prolGtarian-socia list revolution - its direct equivalent in the 
philosophy and politics of the developed countries is fascism. 

Just as fascism is the counter-revolutionary response of monopoly capitalism to 
the developing proletarian-socialist revolution, so also docs MThe Thought of ~~o 
Tse-tung11 forn the disguised counter-revolutionary response of the nev!ly energed 
national ca italist class of China in its stru ~le to revent the uninterrupted (or, 
for that matter, interrupted transition to the proletarian-socialist revolution, 
a revolutionary transition which it can only halt by launching a violent, arned 
counter-revolution against the working class disguised, as was Hitler's onslaught 
on the Gernan working class, under the foulest and nost rabid pseudo-revolutionary 
demagogy. 

Small wonder, then, that in his characterisation of the false dialectics of the 
ll 
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"trcw.J.si tion to socialisr1" (i.e. 9 bureaucratic state capitalism) Mao Tse-tung 
should be at pai_ns to avoid conveying any sense of the profoundly rich and 
contradiGtory content underlying the historical epoch of the dictatorship of 
the proletariat and the transition from capitalism ,not merely t.:-J a false 11 social
ism" which, by being stripped of its developmental nexus with its fulfilment 
and conpletion, comounism, can only be a new and higher form of the one and 
saoc mode of proJuction, capitalisn, namely, bureaucratic state capitalism, 
but to a real socialism based on and reflecting the precept "from each accord
ing to his ability, to each according to his w·ork". 

THE DE"'TELOPMENT OF DIALECTICAL MATERIALIS111 IN THE 
PEOPLE'S HEPUBLIC OF CHINA - 1959-65 
· In the context of the distortions and onesidcdnesses wrought upon the living 

body of ~~xist-Leninist theory and dialectical materialist philosophy by the 
revisionist "Thought of Mao Tse-tung", it is important to note the illuminating 
and highly educative controversy which took place in the PRC during the Spring 
and SUDI:J.er of 1965 between Chou Yanrs, chief spokesman of the Liu Shao-chi -
Peng Chen leadership on questions of theory and Marxist-Leninist philosophy and 
representatives of the revisionist faction headed by Mao Tse-tung. The high 
point of this revealing debate was the publication by Chou Yang of his speech 
"Fighting Tasks in the Field of Philosophy and the Social Sciences". In this 
work, Chou Yang was concerned to demonstrate that dialectical development and 
change proceeded from the division of an entity or quality into its contradic
tory parts, a~d not from the quantitative merging, or combination~ of two 
entities with one--another. He showed that when, for instance, the class-divided 
society of capitalisn is ultinately superceded qualitatively by the unified, 
classless society of comi:lunisB, this is not the result of the two opposed 
classes under capitalism, proletariat and bourgeoisie, combining together to 
form one, but of the birth of a qualitatively nuw entity, coiD.r:lunist society, in 
which both poles of the old uapitalist society, bourgeoisie and proletariat; are 
not .r:1erged into one another, but qualitatively overcome and their existence 
brought to an end through the supercession of the very society, capitalism, of 
which they were a part. To make his thoroughly scientific point as clear as 
possible, Chou coined the expressive phrase "One divides into two, two never 
combines into one 11

• That this struggle in the field of philosophy should have 
been taking plac~ at that time reveals not only the ~bsolutely primary importance 
of the battle of ideas in all social development and class struggle, but also 
that, r~ore specifically, the comrades grouped around the Liu Shao-chi-Peng Chen 
leadership were already at that stage, i.e. early in the development of the 
Socialist Cultural Revolution, having to take up positions of active struggle 
agair.st the Mao faction and its revisionist, anti-Marxist-~eninist ideas and 
policies. Needless to say, after the defeat of the ~orking class and socialist 
forces at the hands of the counter-revolutionary "Great Proletarian Cultural 
Revolution"~ Chou was hounded out of open political and party life - if, indeed, 
~~ even worse fate has not befallen him - and his books banned and destroyed. 

MATERIALIST DIALEC'riCS OR METAPHYSICS ? 

One of the ideologues of Maoism, Professor George Thompson, in an article 
entitled "On Contradiction" published in "The Broadsheet", organ of the China 
Policy Study Group *,unwittingly reveaJs the fundamental deception which under
lies "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung". He writes: 

"In gene::-al, as (Mac Tse-tung) explains, the economic basis is the principal 
aspect of the contradiction in the movement of society, as opposed to the 
ideological superstructure, which is the non-principal aspeot; but in certain 
conditions the non-principal aspect of a contradiction m~ be transformed . 
into the principal aspect, just as a non-antagonistic cont+adiction, if 
incorrectly handled, may become antagonistic." (G. Thonpson: "On Contradic
tionn, published in"The Broadshee t"; London; 1965) 

A feature of this passage which immediately impinges itself upon the critical 
---------~·~--------------------------------------------------------------------
* A group of bourgeois academics and professionals attached to the Maoist 

"cultural" front, The Society for Anglo-Chinese Understanding. 
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awro.·eness of any reader acquainted vii th the fundamental principl.es of dialectical 
ns,terialism is the usage adopted in it for the word 11aspect 11

• The Oxford Diction
ary defines the meaning of this word as follows: 11The way a thing presents i belf 
to eJ·e or mind; look; expression11 • It would appear at first sight that Pl"'of. 
Tho~pson, in choosing a word with so heavy a subjective bias in its meaning, is 
seeking to secure for himself, not only a justification of 11 The Thought of M['o 
Tse-tung11 , but also as advantageous a terrain as possible in ;rhich to maneouvre 
freely in the tactically quite complex and risky business of falsifying and 
distorting naterialist dialectics in the process of eulogising the above-
nontioned 11Thought 11 • For, if a complex sphere of contradiction (which, in the 1eal 
world, all contradictions are, a 11pure" contradiction consisting simply of a 
single sphere comprising two opposite poles of force being an ideal constructio~ 
useful for purposes of theoretical or philosophical exposition or clarification) 
is made up, not of a main sphere of contradiction and a m1mber of subsidiary 
contradictions, but of suitably vague "aspects 11 which differ from one anothc::.~ 

according to how they present themselves to an extec.'nal force inpj_nging on that 
sphere of contradiction or organism - included in which is the m:1tter of how they 
present themselves to the "eye 11 - i.e., to the subject - then we have, in effect, 
succeeded in our task of smuggling in sub~ective idealiso under the guise of 
outlini.J.g a materially based dialectical process. By mea"ls of this singulc:.rly 
useful skeleton key giving access to the Caligari 1 s Cabin;t of "theoretical11 

confidence tricks which is "The Thought of :Mao Tse-tmcg11 , it is poss:_ble to 
transform any quality into its opposite, snoothly, harnQniously and peacefully 1 

without any reference to the relationship of this bogus ;'contradiction" to the 
total process of dialectical change which underlies the lav;s of :wotion and de·n lop·· 
ment of real organisms moving and having their being in the real world, but s:..:.,ply 
by reference to the "aspect" of the "contradiction" which th~ subject (in t:-,_e 
case under consideration, the Chinese national capitalist class as represented by 
the revisionist leadership of the CPC headed by Mao Tse-tung) chooses as beinc; t:1e 
one which concerns hio or in which his interests - in this case class inte:::-e::::t.J -
are most closely involved. 

As the opposite side of the coin existing in unity with this subjective ideali sm! 
having once chosen which "aspect" of a contradiction is to be the "principal 11 

a.'YJ.d which the "non-principal" one, that "aspect" can tl1en be allowed to impi)".t:,e 
itself directly upon the developr1ent in question, so determining the outcome ~ ~1 ;;_ 
mechanical way and ensuring that it is "correctly hand1ed 11 in the interests of tb' 
nation:1l capitalist class. 

Is it, however, tho willing acolyte, Prof. Thompson, who in reality has chosen 
the subjective term "aspect" in order to illustrate the component parts of a 
contradiction? Is it in fact he who has thereby laid the methodological basia or. 
whiC11 an entire metaphysical system for "correctly handling~' the class struggle 
between proletariat and bourgeoisie under the condi.tions of 11new der1ocracy11 can be 
const~1cted? As we shall see, and as might have been expected, it is not. 

In fact, although the above passage contains a fitting re-exposition of the 
nethodological kernel of "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung", i~ is to the '"'rand Pu:?pet 
master himself that we must turn if we are ·co succeed in our aim of unravellir~ 
the pseudo-dialectical phraseology which forms Hs tactical c'Jver from the meta
physical content which lies behind it. Let us, then 9 take onother and closer look 
at this natter of the "aspect" of a contradiction: 

"In our country, the contradiction between the worldr.g class and the national 
bourgeoisie is a contradiction among the people. The class s-·~ruggle waged 
behreen the two is, by and large, a class struggle wj thin the ra'YJ.ks of the 
people, This is because of the dual character of thl! r.::1tion.al bour:;eoi::;: 3 j~ 
our country ••••• In the period of the social:i_st :::..~'3v.::;Ju:ion 9 e.x:ploita·~icm of ke 
working class to make profits is one side (or "e,spe:)tto .. .c;u..), whilst suppo:-t 
of the Constitution and willingness to accept soci.a~~~~ .. t7':..S:'::!Sformation is !;l:e 
other. The national bourgeoisie diffe'!'s froi:l the ioper iaLsts, -the landlord_: 
and the bureaucrat-capitalists. The contradiction between exploiter and 
exploited which exists between the national bourgeoiRie Md the working class 
is on antagonistic one. But, in the concrete cor.Jiticns ex~sting in Ch:ir1,, 
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sucJ.1 an ant onistic contradiction can be transfor med 
into a non- antagonistic one and resolved in a peaceful way." Mao Tse- tung: 
"On the Correct Handling of Contradictions among the People"; p . 3-4) (Our 
enphases - Ed . ). 

We raust begin olJ.!! examination of this passage by isolatL1g the main ain 
which Mao Tse- tu·:1g is pursuing in it . We see first that the passage is about 
the relation of the national capitalist class (or national bourgeoisie) to the 
working class 9 and it soon becones clear that Mao is seeking to deuonstrate 
that the contradiction between the working class and the national capitalist 
class, if "properly handled"~ can be "transformed" into a non-antagonistic 
contradiction and resolved peacefully. The motive behind this ain is, of 
course, that of creating a. "theoreticn.l11 justification for including the national 
capitalist class in the bloc of classes ;rhich allegedly exercises joint dictat or
ship within the frc:u:1ework of "new democracy". Wi thout this justification~ the 
presence of representatives of the national capitalist class in the state would 
have no legality in a "Marxisra- Leninisn" distorted and falsified by modern 
revisionisra 9 and the system of "new der.10cracy" would be consider ably weakened . 
This - i.e . , the challeng.e by the developing Marxist- Leninist section in the 
CPC and its leadership, leQ by Liu Shao- chi and Pong Chen - was exactly what 
had happened in the People's Republic of China over the per iod of approximately 
one year between 1956 and 1957, and which nade the delivery of t he speech "On 
the Correct Handling of Contradictions arnong the People" a tactically vi tal 
necessity for the national capitalist class at that precise historical juncture 
and in the situation then prevailing in China. 

To return, however, to our analysis of the philosophical and ideological 
foundations of the revisionist "Thought- of Mao Tse- tung" as exer1plified in the 
above passage 9 the next stage in the presentation of Mao ' s argument which nust 
be examined is the L:tethod by which he gives credence and the semblance of a 
material basis to his contention, outlined above, that the contr adiction betwcon 
the national capitalist class and the working class can be resol ved peacefull y, 
that it is a contradiction "within. the ranks of the people". Mao is here moving 
into realms which lie very close tb t hat borderline at which the distinction 
between naterialist dialectics and metaphysics becomes crystal clear, so that 
he must move cautiously and with that judicious conbination of astuteness wi t h 
supreme confidence and simplicity which is the hallmark of the practised 
politicia~ whose own self-confidence (or semblance of it) generates confidence 
in others. In achieving this, Mao proceeds fran the knov"dedge that, in the 
state of popular understanding concerning dialectical materialism and its 
method, an organism is seen to consist of tvm parts which are in some wey opposed 
to one another. This perception may or may not reach as far as an understanding 
that those two parts are, in fact, contradictory and opposite poles which 
confront one another in a unity of opposites - but, as an experienced politiann, 
he knows that, by and large and for ;:10st people, it does not . So he can be 

fairly confident that, if he refers vaguely to the national capitalist class 
having tvm sides (or aspects) 9 this will be associated in the popular nind with 
the two fundamental poles of contradiction which in reality comprise the motive 
force underlying the movement and developnent of an organisn, and thnt this 
tactic (which is what it really is) will lend to his statement an aura of 
"dialectical" profundity, even the appeara~ce of a bogus "science" . 

So the gTounds on which Mao clains that the national capitalist class can 
have its contradiction with the working class resolved non-antagonistically and 
so grow lJt.:acefully into "socialisn" is that it has a "dual character", "two sides'' 
which are vaguely different or even opposite to one another; on the one hand~ 
that it exploits the working class to make ~rofits, and on the other that it 
"supports the Constitution" and is willing to accept unci work for socialisn . 
When, in its turn 9 it cones to providing a "theoretical" justificat1on or 
precede~ t for this "dual character" , however, 11'Iao 1 s tactical ingenuity, if not 
exactl;y exhausted, c. n find no more plausible peg on which to hang his speci al 
pleading than to argue vaguely that it derives from "the concrete conditions 
existing i!'l China 11 - thereby, incidentally, creating a model excuse in "speGial 
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OPEN LETTER TO THE COMMU.·TIST 

WORKERS' LEAGUE 0 F BRIT A IN (M. L.) 

(In March 1976 the N~IST-LENINIST ORGANISATION OF BRITAIN received 
the first of a series of communications from the COMMUNIST WORKERS' 
LEAGUE OF BRITAIN (M.L.) inviting it to participate in measures to 
establish a united Marxist-Leninist vrganisation in Britain. Similar 
invitations from the CWLB(M.L.) were received by other groups and organ
isations in what has come to be lmovm as the "anti-revisionist movement". 
In view of the great importance of the issues raised in this corresponden ··.3, 

the MLOB has decided to issue its reply in the form of an Open Letter.) 

................................................................. 
Dear Comrades, 

The MLOB acknowledges receipt of your letter of 14.3.76, sent to a 
number of parties and organisations of the left, concerning the convening of 
a scriesaf meetings aimed at the ultimate establishment of a united Marxist• 
Leninist organisation in Britain. 

As you will doubtless be aware, the MLOB 1 s immediate successor, the 
Action Centre for Marxist-Leninist Unity, was formed in 1965 with the aim of 
preparing for the convening of a Conference of Marxist-~ninist Unity. This 
Conference was, in fact, held on September 9-10, 1967, and it was at this 
Conference that the MLOB was founded. 

Prior to 1965, those Comrades who had come together to form the 
Action Centre for Marxist-Leninist Unity had all played a leading role in the 
Col!llllittee to Defeat Revisionism, for· Communist Unity headeci by Ode. Michael 
McCreery, whose formative work on the criticism of modern revisionism, and in 
elaborating some of the principles on which a Marxist-Leninist party should 
be based, you have aclcnowledged in your literature. 

It will be clear, therefore, that the MLOB has some not ·inconsiderable 
experience in the struggle against modern revisionism and for the establish
ment of a united nucleus of a future vanguard party of the working class 
based on scientific Marxist-Leninist principles. It is this experience which 
prompts us, not merely to express in words our wholehearted support for the 
aim of advancing the unity of all those in Britain who call themselves Marxist
Leninists and who aspire to a Marxist-Leninist revolutionary practice, but 
also to point out that unity .can be achieved not simply by intoning the ( 
fundamental principles of Marxism-Leninism by rote in order to show one 1 s 
"hatred" of modern revisionism and one's "faithfulness" to Marxism-Leninism 
(in themselves, such declarations can have no more than purely pious, 
genuflcctory significance), but only by making a concrete and many-sided 
analysis of the complex, developing reality of contemporary capitalism, of 
the new mode of operation of its fundamental laws of motion, of the new forms 
of crisis which are now maturing with increasing speed and thoroughness. In 
our view the documents issued by your group not only fail even to embark upon 
these fundamental theoretical tasks; more than this, for all their conscious (one 
n.:.L ·:·~ nlnost say self-conscious) good intentions, what these platitudes 
achieve above all else is to throw down a pious and dogmatic smokescreen 
composed of classical Leninist precepts debased by the very splendidness of 
their isolation from any concrete analysis of contemporary capitalist reality 
and thus reduced to the level of mere "abstract principles", in order to 
provide a threadbare cover for the theoretical and programmatic b~~~ptcy 
which so obviously lurks behind your high-sounding proposals. 

Before any fruitful basis for discussing, much less agreeing upon, 
the ,9_!,ganisational questions attending the achievement of unity between 
Marxist-Leninists (such as would be embraced by a series of meetings of the 
kind envisaged in your circular letter), a clear theoretical position must be 
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hammered out reflecting an analysis of the new features in the development 
of the capitalist world system which have emerged during the three decades 
or so since the end of World War Two. Not even the most impressive and high
sounding of organisational proposals can compensate for this failingj and 
conversely, the failure to make such ar analysis the essential basis for the 
achievement of organisational unity is in our view, the surest sign of an 
attempt to achieve a false unity through the development of Marxism-Leninism 
into ho~l?w dogm~ an~. organisational bom~as~ . . .. . .. 

It is, above all, the view of the MLO:B that no principled basis for 
unity between Marxist-Leninists can be achieved without aoorious, objective and 
frank discussion of the problem of Chinese "left" revisionism and the role of 
the revisionist "TP,ought of Mao Tse-tung". The true role and character of the 
reactionary social ·and class forces whose fundamental interests are represented 
by this metaphysical ideology - an ideology having as its. basic method "the 
resolution of contradictions" - has suffered increasing exposure over the past 
3 years or more as a consequence of the emergence into the full daylight of 
historical clarity of the previously carefully disguised alliance between the 
Chinese Party and state and US imperialism. This major strategic cornerstone 
of US imperialist policy was provided initially by Mao Tse-tung and his faction 
in 1966·when they succeeded in their aim of smashing the Communist Party of 
China and the working class and progressive movement and replacing them by 
political instruments more directly amenable to control by the Chinese national 
capitalist class. 

At that time, these counter-revolutionary aims could only be carried 
through under cover of the most shameless and rabid pseudo-revolutionary, 
pseudo-Marxist demagogy. :But today, under the less colourful but mor8 program
matically do¥m-to-earth leadership of Hua Kuo-feng, the strategic, long-term 
interests of US imperialism are pursued v1i th scant regard for the niceties of 
tactical concealment - presumably in the, in our view mistaken, belief that the 
ap:fBal of the metaphysical "Thought of Mao Tse-tung" retains today its demagogic 
power to bewitch and to cloud the intellectual judgment of the working people 
of the world to as great a degree as at any time in the past. 

Since Marxist-Leninist truth and the objective and subjective needs 
of the struggle to establish a true Marxist-Leninist vanguard nucleus in Britain, 
as throughout the world, have as one of their indispensable preconditions the 
clearest possible exposure of the revisionist "Thought of Mao Tse-tung", v:e 
have decided to issue this reply in the form of an Open Letter. We hope that 
you, comrades in the CVJLB(ML), will have the basic theoretical honesty and 
conviction to reply to this Open Letter and in this way join in the inception 
of the serious and far-reaching debate on the problem of Chinese "left" revis
ionism and the "Thought of Mao Tse-tung" which has become so chronically overdue 
and which is now vitally necessary if one of the most disruptive and ideologic
ally mystifying of all the many barriers standing in the way of the achievement 
of principled unity between Marxist-Leninists is to be removed; but, frankly, 
we doubt that our hopes in this regard will be fulfilled. 

Since one of the most characteristic features in the development of the 
capitalist world eystem since the end of World War Two has been the unprecedentec 
growth on a world-wide scale of national-democratic revolutionary movements in 
the colonial-type countries aimed at achieving the liberation of the developing 
nation from the yoke of imperialism and the securing of basic national and 
democratic rights and liberties, it is fitting that an outline of the salient 
theoretical questions which must underline any attempt at a Marxist-Leninist 
analysis of the contemporary stage of development of the capitalist world 
system should begin with :-

1) an elementary outline of the mode of development of capitalism and 
capitalist relations, of classes and the class struggle and the format~o~ 
of political parties and mass movements representing the interests of 
these classes in the concrete conditions of colonialism~ 

2) 

3) 

4) 
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2) 

3) 

an elementary exposition of the basic political and strategic 
principles developed by Marxism-Leninism for the carrying through 
to victory of the socialist r evolution in a colonial-type country; 

a critique of "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung" as the most influential 
and pervasive of the various nationa list ideologies developed by the 
national capitalist class of a colonial-type country for the purpose 
of holding the r evolutionary process at the stage of completion of 
the nationa l-democratic r evolution and preventing its uninterrupted 
transition to the socialist revolution ; 

4) a critique of "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung" as a variant of modern 
revisionism which seeks to harness _ a suitably vulgarised and f a lsified 
"Marxism-Leninism" to the revolutionary tasks and class aspirations of 
a national capitalist class of a colonial-type country. 

-The National-Democratic Revolutionary Process in a Colonial Country 

Iri relation to a colonial-:type country, whereas the economic founda
tions of capitali8ID will have been laid and a proletariat of varying size will 
have been brought into being as a consequence of the penetration of foreign 
imperialist capital into the country, the political superstructure needs to 
catch up with. this development of the economic base before capitalism can 
begin to develop organically and spqntaneous.ly to produce., in the end, a viable, 
integrated and self-expanding capit~list system. 

Before the superstructure· can ca tch up with the base in this way, however, 
the main obstacle to the development of an organic, spontaneous capitalist 
society must be removed, and that obstacle is colonialism- i. e ., the domination 
of the given area by a more deve loped and hence economica lly and militarily 
more powerful imperialist power, and the reduction of the given area to the 
status of producer of cheap raw materia ls, labour power and source of super
profits. (Incidentally, when Lenin coined the term "super-profit", he did 
not mean that such profits were 11 super" in the sense of being bigger, larger 
than profits obtained from metropolitan sources; he merely meant that they 
were in addition to, over and above, profits from indigenous sources). 

As imperialist investment proceeds, a point is reached at which this 
externally implanted and nourished capitalism t akes root in the new colonial 
soil, so to speak, -and begins to · spavm in its own right, spontaneously and 
organically. Thus there spring up both a proletariat in the cities - the result 
initially of colonial-type investment in such essential installations as means 
of transport and communication (harbours, railways, roads etc.), power 
(electricity generation) and so on; and a national capitalist class, which 
develops on the basis of the urban petty bourgeoisie and which gains strength 
to the extent that the imperialist overlord is compelled to permit small-scale 
capitalist development in those subsidiary branches of the economy (small
scale manufacture, petty trading and so on) which it is not worth its while to 
exploit itself, but which are still necessary to the development of the 
economy as a whole. 

This national bourgeoisie, however, has to struggle for every inch of 
ground it can gain in the economy and society at large, because the imperialist 
overlord naturally sucks the lions share of the wealth accruing from exploita
tion out of the country, leaving very little for the small national capitalists. 
Thus the national capitalist class encounters at this stage serious difficulties 
in carrying through the primitive accumulation of capital, since it has to 
compete with the infinitely more powerful imperialists in order to win any 
surplus value for itself. This, in its turn, provides the incentive for the 
development of a revolutionary movement of national liberation and national 
independencea In that revolution, the natural ally of the national bourgeoisie 
is the working class - the class which nlso stands to gain from the elimination 
of the foreign imperialists. Such an alliance of class forces - it also 
includes the petty bourgeoisie of town and country - is termed by Marxist
Leninists an Anti-Imperialist United Front. 
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Now a further important aspect of these anti-imperialist struggles 
and anti · ·imperialist united fronts is that, in the period following after 
World War One, they were taking place and being formed in the general context 
of a nor.].~-wide crisis of capitalism, in ·;vhich the conditions for successful 
proletarian-socialist revolutions were maturing. The victory of the prole 
taria~ forces in the largest single country in the world, Russia, and the 
subs0quont esta')lishment of vanguard proletarian parties based on scientific 
theory, Marxism-Leninism, meant that the proletarian socialist revolution 
could begin to expand on a world-wide scale, whilst the existence of the 
Soviet Union, the bastion of socialism, meant that a central, W8rld-unifying 
and clarifying centre had come into being which could then function as the 
solid rock of support for the struggles and aspirations of toiling and 
oppressed working people everywhere • . . 

In their. international, world-wide significance, therefore, the content 
of the national democratic movements and revolutions was such that they formed 
a potential detachment of. the forces of the world proletarian socialist 
revolut~.on. sinc.e their. struggle was .directed against the main enemy, world 
}mperialism. This status was revealed in the fact that an important element in th! 
tot~lity of forces participating in these national- democratic revolutions was 
the work::;.ng class led by a :Marxist- Leninist vane:;uard party . If that working 
class, in a given colonial- type country and in a given nati onal- democr atic 
struggle, could succeed in winEing the leading role in that struggle from the 
national bourgeo~si~, then the objective preconditions would be created for 
the tr<1:1sition from :i nierely national (or bourgeois) - democratic to a social 
ist revolution. 

Now, of course, it is in the nature of things that the national 
bourgeoisie and its representatives will also come up against this fundamental 
clash Qf interest and begin to prepare for it . Thus a struggle develops within 
the anti- imperialist united front, a struggle between its two main class constit
uents, the proletariat and the national bourgeoisie - a struggle the aim of 
which is to determine which of these two classes is to lead the revolution and 
is to entrain the intermediate class, the petty bourgeoisie (in an under
developed colonial-type country always the largest and most numerous single 
class) bshind it in the fulfilment of its particular class aim. Should the 
working class win that struggle, the subjective as well as the objective 
conditi.o~s for the uninterrupted transition of the national democrati c into 
the socialisL revolution will be created. Otherwise, and should the national 
bourgeoisie succeed in-retaining the leading role, the revolutionary process 
will remain at the stage of completion of the national democratic revolution, 
and a fo~m of national capitalist society nill be formed, will consolidate 
itself and begin to develop . 

However, the national bourgeoisie cannot carry the national democratic 
revolution through unaided, by means solely of its own numerically rather small 
class forces. It needs the working class as the source from which to draw the 
"NCOs" and "officers" of its anti - imperialist peasant army. Above all, it needs 
the mobilising power, the force of conviction and enlightenment, the analytical 
and .persuasive power, the sheer charismatic force of Marxism if it is to succeed 
in winni:r:g over the working class to its side . But, of course, such "Marxism" 
will ~eed to be expunged of any genuine scientific content, will need to be 
suitabl:r VL'L[Se,rised and adulteratea through the addftiori of nationalist and 
crud~ national irridentist ideas and slogans, and in this way made to serve the 
class =:.ntc::c3s"cs, not of the working class, but of. the national bourgeoisie. 
The nat:I-:;:1al dernocranc- re\rolution ccin in this way be won in the nam(3 of the. 
urba'.1 Dl'O~~-ta-riat (which is falsely portrayed as having held the leading position 
in the c:..n":i-imperialist united front) and a social perspective embarked on in 
the n~;:.2.._9f socialism,. whereas what is really being built is a state capi taiTst 
systc_~,_ 

Maoisn_::~ J.:1e Blueprint for the Concealed Rule of the Nation<ll Capitalist Class 

Just such an in reality nationalist and falsely Marxist ideology is that 
of Mao Tne--tung, and with its help it is possible for the national bourgeoisie 
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to hold the revolutionary process at the stage of completion of the national 
democratic revolution and prevent - in the name of proletarian revolution, in 
the name of the demooratic dictatorship of the workers and poor peasants - the 
uninterrupted transition of the national-democratic revolution to the socialist 
rev_olution. 

However, it is precisely this transition that the science of Marxism
Leninism is all about. It is not a theory for the winning·of the bourgeois 
democratic revolution in underdeveloped countries, but for leading the prolet
ariat to win the· socialist revolution (after, of course, and as the -uninterrupteu. 
sequel to, the vnnning of the national democratic revolution). 

It was an aspect of this fundamental question of the strategy ru1d tactics 
of the proletarian-socialist revolution in a large but socially backward and . 
underdeveloped country that formed the precise ·cause of the difference between 
Lenin and the Bolsheviks on the one hand and the Mensheviks on the other in the 
period of the _preparation for the socialist revolution in Tsarist Russia. It 
was also the cause of the differences between Stalin and Bukharin 20 ye~·s later. 

So let us now summarise, as briefl~ and as clearly as we can, just what 
the main strategic elements in the revolutionary process laid down by w~o are. 
They are as follows:-

1) an anti-imperialist united front is formed, consisting of 

the working class; 
the urban petty bourgaoisie; 
the rural petty bourgeoisie (peasantry); 
the national bourgeoisie (national capitalist class). 

2) this ~'plo.ck pf i'our. classes" -pursues and finally wins the national democratic: 
revolution - :not the socialist revolution. 

3) as a consequence of the victo~r of the national democratic revolution, 
foreign imperialism is ousted from the country and the com radar bour eoisic, 
the representative of foreign imperialism (Chiang Kai-shek is deprived of 
all pQw.er, its .holdings .being nationalised. These holdings .are mainly in 
heavy industry (engineering, steel, shipyards, power generation, ·railwaY-s~ · 
shipping) and include banking - in other words, the so-called "commanding 
heights of the economy". In the Chiha of 1949, heavy industry accounted fer 
some 38 per cent of the total value of·all industrial undertakings. 

4) the holdings of the national bourgeoisie - some 62 per cent of all industr~. r~:'. 
enterprises- were reorganised under .joint state-private boards, in which 
ownership of 50 per cent of the shares was vested in the state, whilst 50 
per cent rema.ined . irl the hands of the private capitalist group concerned. 
A guaranteed 5 per cent per annum interest is paid to the private capitalist 
on his 50 per cent of the shares, but it has never been stated officially 
whether this 5 per cent interest operates on the value of the shares at the 
time of the takeover by the joint state-private boards, or whether the 
interest is paid on the narket value of shares at any given time. The signif
icance of this will be made clear later. " 

5) the period then ensuing after the victory of the national democratic revolutio 
is designated by maoist revisionism as a period of socialist construction, 
Md the perspective put forward for this transformation is • 

the adoption of a political constitution which guarantees full democratic 
rights and liberties, not only to the working class and the rural and 
urban petty bourgeoisie, but also - as one of the four classes making up 
the "block of four" - to the national bourgeoisie, which is allowed to 
publish its O>vn newspapers and other media, to organise its ovm political 
parties and other orga.r1isations (three of these have functioned since 1949 
a.Ild still function today in spite of - more accurately because of - the 
"cultural revolution"), and to have deputies representing them on the 
National People 1 s Consultative Conference. With this political cons ti tutic:1, 
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the perspective is put forward .and applied of "socialist -transforma
tion" through the "gradual remoulding of the national bourgeoisie to 
accept socialism", and the nconstruction of socialism" proceeds peace
fully and harmoniously through cooperation betvv-een the two polar 
classes which, in reality, are in conflict with one another in a 
capitalist society, the working class and the national capitalist 
class. 

Now, firstly, as regards the economic foundations of this system. If the 
5 per cent interest accruing to private capitalist groups is paid on the 
value of shares at the time of takeover by the joint state private board, 
then, as the total value of the enterprises increases as a result ·of invest
ment and development, the yield accruing to the national capitalist group 
concerned would have remained stationary. This would have resulted in the 
complete withering away of the national capitalist class within a period, at 
the very most, of ten years. Since, however, we are told today that the 
national capitalist class still exists - indeed, that it is flourishing along 
with and alongside the other three classes, one of the accusations levelled 
against the Liu Shao-chi leadership having b(,3en that it had attempted to 
"change the production relations" by getting rid of the national capitalist 
Glass and their 5 per cent interest payments - we can only assume that the 5 
per cent interest is paid on the market value of shares at any given moment. 
This 1 in its .. turn, means that the 50 per cent share by the state is nothing 
more nor less . t ,han a state-administered redevelopment and reinvestment fund, 
compulsa:ry fOr al:l capitalists - in other wmds, state capitalism. · 

The fact is that, in an economically backward, former colonial-type country. 
like China, the only way in which a viable capitalist economy can be built under 
the prevailing conditions of intense competition and struggle with the develop
ed imperialist powers, particuiarly the U.S, is by means of the most thorough 
and rigid state control, in which the state enfo-rces investment and develop- _ · 
ment upon each individual capitalist in the name of - and in the interests of -
the national capitalist class as a whole. The political superstructure best 
suited to this state capitalist base is, of course, that in which a false 
perspective of 11 SOcialism11 is presented as pie in the sky in order to delude 
the workers and peasants, who have a long a..."l.d glorious history. of revolution
ary struggle for their freedom behind them, into believing that these state 
capitalist relations are the "socialism" for the construction of which it is 
right and proper that they should make sacrifices and work hard. In this way 
the stage is set for entraining the masses of workers QJld peasants into accept
ing the leading role of the national bourgeoisie (whose representatives dominate 
the party and state apparatus in just the same way as they do in the Soviet 
Union) into working hard to carry through primitive accumulation for the 
national capitalist class, and so, on that basis, to build a new state capita
list system in China. This kind of ideological deception is not substantially 
different in character from the deceptive perspectives of 11 socialism" achieved 
through a never-ending perspective of illusory reformism by means of which the 
reformist labour leaders in Britain deceivethe British working class. 

As for the political superstructure of China, Mao 1 s much-vaunted "New 
Democracy", this, as we have seen, is· based on the illusory concept of the 
"gradual, peaceful remoulding of the CDinese national capitalist class to accept 
and work for socialismn. But this, of course, is both objectively impossible 
(otherwise one of the great socialist leaders of this century would have been 
Lord Nuffield) and in direct, flat contradiction with the most fundamental 
tenets of Marxism-Leninism. Marxism-Leninism does not have to be reduced to 
the level of a sterile dogma for it to have certain fundamental principles, 
which are ·true throughout the period of the revolutionary transition from 
capitalism to communism. If one agrees that it is · possible for the capitalist 
class of any countryvoluntarily to accept and work .for socialism, then one's 
place is in the labour-reformist or social-democratic party, not in the Commun
ist Party- and, indeed, this formula of Mao's flatly contradicts the very clear 
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statements on this most fundamental of questions made by all the great pionPers 
of scientific socialism, by Marx, by Engels, by Lenin and by Stalin. A par·cy 
calling itself a comrnunist party which adopts such a programme can be considerod 
only as a revisionist party. To be quite . logical about the matter, what is the 
use of waxing indignant over the obvious and opeh revisionism and opportunism 
of the CPSU leaders, whilst helping to maintain the myth that Mao - who was 
putting forward and had already won the CPC to a revisionist position 16 yea:r·c: 
before the 20th Congress of the CPSU, is a great Marxist-Leninist? Obviously, 
there must be some explanation for the fact that numbers of honest comrades, 
anxious tG work for a socialist future and sincere in their belief that the 
Mao leadership represents the same steadfast, incorruptible Marxist-Leninis,t 
centre that Lenin's or Stalin's leadership once did, can be misled in this way. 
So we will now attempt an examination of the role played by the CPC and its 
leadership in the struggle against Soviet modern revisionism in the light of 
developments within the CPC leadership itself. 

'·· 
Maoism and the Great Debate in the International Communist Movement 

/ 

Firstly, it must be remembered that the CPC began to emerge as taking -
alongside the Albanian Party of Labour unde:t'· Enver Hoxha - a leading internatior.al 
role in exposing the revisionism of the Khrushchev leadership of the CPSU duri:'lG 
1960, it having been in that year that the International Department of theCPC·-
brought out its now famous pamphlet "Long Live Leninism". In that pamphlet, 
which is quite excellent from almost ~very point of vie; - the Soviet revisionist; 
are not named as such, the formula having been adopted of referring to them in a 
veiled way as "a certain party", "certain people in the leadership of a ce:!:'to.in 
party", and so on. Nevertheless, the pamphlet began to win for the CPC and its 
leadership as a whole the growing enthusiasm and loyalty of an increasing 
minority of comrades in the communist parties of the western countries, as well 
as the undying hatred of the revisionist leaderships of the CPSU (the Khrushche7-
ites) as well as of other revisionist parties. Yet others, like the North 
Korean, North Vietnamese and the Japanese, took up a centrist position somewhe~e 
between the CPC and the CPSU, but on the whole stood more towards the former 
than the latter. In the course of . the next three years up to July 1963, _the 
dis ute between the two art i es came out - more and more into the open and final::..y 
took the jonn_of a ful.l;y:_undi~~d ,name.-calling 12_olemic. When the . CPC 
published its open letter of June 1963 - the "Proposal Concerning the Inter
national Line of the Cornmunist Movement" - and followed this up with a series o~~ 

!}ine editorials in the CPC 1 s theoretical journal "Honqui", j;he reputatiQ_n of tl·.e 
CPC as the international leading centre of the struggle against modern revisi c'~icw 

was firmly established and anti-revis~onist-grou~d organisations in a~eement 
with the CPC~_P.osi tion began to spring up in ey!}ry country - among them the 
"Committee _io Defeat Revisionism, for Communist Unit~' (the forerunner of the 
MLOB in Britain). · 

What was not immediately recognised amidst all the euphoria and enthusias~ 
of those early battles, however, was that prior . to 1959 (the very first anti "" 
revisionist pamphlets had been published by the CPC in that year) the inter
national line of the CPC had been in full support of the positions developed by 
Khrushchev and his leadership at and after the 20th Congress of the CPSU. Thi?> 
support was expressed above all in two statements issued by the CPC~ "On the 
Historical Experience of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat" (1956) and "More 
on the Historical Experience of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat" (1957). Ir.. 
a number of subsidiary statements and articles, the CPC reiterated its support 
for the Khrushchev line right up to as late as November 1958. Vlhat explains 
the volte-face from support for Soviet modern revisionism to an insighted, 
theoretically developed, hard-hitting .an4~ from the scientific point of view, 
basically correct, exposure of it and inception of a devastating critical 
polemic against it just a few months later~ in April 1959? 

The answer lies in the events which had taken place inside the CPC leade;··s}' ., 
between 1957 and 1959 - events which amounted to a struggle between the force 
of Marxism-Leninism and the forces of modern revisionism. 
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I~ October 1956, the counter-revolution had taken place in Hungary. This 
had been the direct seq_uel to and result of Khrushchev's attacks on Stalin 
and on Marxism-Leninism at the 20th Congress of the C~SU, which had taken 
place just a month or so earlier. This had the effect, in China, of encouraging 
thG national bourgeoisie into the belief that 1 in the event of similar out
breaks and uprisings occurring in China, US imperialism - probably acting, as 
they thought, th::ough the medium of the United Nations, its international 
agency - would intervene clandestinely in China in the same way as it had 
organised, financed and otherwise encouraged the counter-revolutionary forces 
under Nagy in Hungary - in which event it would be able to dispense with the 
"socialist" disguise afforded by maoist revisionism and come out as openly 
supporting "the free world" under US imperialism. 

As for Mao, true to his role as the representative of the national 
bourgeoisie in China, he responded to these counter-revolutionary events by 
giving every encouragement to the national bourgeoisie in its new advantageous 
position and hampering the CPC as much as possible in its work of combating 
the growth of counter-revolutionary incidents in the countryside and in the 
country at large. To begin with, he delivered his well-known speech "Let a 
Hundred Ii'lowers Blossom, a Hundred Schools of Thought Contend", as part of the 
wider d9fence of the: national bour~oisie contained in the document "On \;l-;te . . 
Correct Handlir..g: of Contradictiqr:LS Am.ong the PeoiJle 11

• This do9ument _was nothing 
!.)).Ore nor less than the green light to the national bourgeoisie to intensify 
its propag2-nda against socialis~and the CPC, since it placed the blame for . the 
coun·cer-revolutionary events and incidents not on the shoulders of the 
national bourgeoisie, where it rightly belonged, but, taking his cue from 
Khrushchev and his attacks on Stalin,M&o blamed "excessive harshness and a 
bure::1uc::'atic style of work" on the part of the CPC rank and file and cadres. 
On this basis he was able to obtain the adoption of a policy of "liberal 
reforms" for the national bourgeoisie as a result of which it was given even 
.furtf!.er lil:Jerties and freedoms in Chinese soc;iety, an increased representa:t'ion 
in the National People's Consultative Conference for the deputies of its three 
parties and ~nhanced rights to propagate its class cause in society at large. 
At the same time as these measures to strengthen its r.o~e and position were 
taken in relation to the national bourgeoisie, measures were adopted simul
taneously to weaken the role and position of the CPC and the working class. To 
begin vV.:th, no less than 300,000 rank and file activists an1 party function
aries at all levels were removed from their positions and prevented from doing 
any mass work whatsoever. Those who protested against this were simply 
expelled from the party. This resulted in the P~ty 1 s cadre force in the 
countryside amongst the still backward and private enterpr.ise-orientated 
peasntry being crippled to the point of complete extinction, thus giving the 
reactionary propaganda of the national bourgeois parties, the "Kuomintang 
Democratic Committee" and other organisations, virtually a free hand in the 
cou..."ltryside. 

In fact, the vthole episode of the 300,000 cadres and "Let a Hundred Flowers 
Blossom~ etc.", remirids ·one irresistibly of the position adopted by Bukharin 
in the Soviet Union afteJ? 1935 - that of relaxing the dictatorship of the 
proletariat, granting an enlarged measure of freedom to the peasants and th~ 
remnants of the kulak class and generally permitting a greater leeway for 
spontaneous development which, in the co~ditions of a backward, mainly agri
cultural country like China or the Soviet Union, in which the largest single 
class is the peasantry, means inevitably capitalist development. At that time, 
Bukharin w~s opposed and halted in his tracks by Stalin. In China, that role 
was fulfilled by others, who will shortly be named. 

Thu8 I.Iaoism had come to mean, as an unashamed philosophy for the develop;;ient 
of capitalism in Chinag 

a) the nationalisation of all industrial and commercial holdings owned . and 
controTled by the comprador bourgeoisie - some 38 per cent of all -industry 
in China (1949 figures); 
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the reorganisation of the remainder of ~dustrial and commercial holdings, 
those held by the national bourgeoisie, into joint state-private boards, 
under which the national capitalist class retainsdirect control over 5o% 
of its shares, the other 50% being held by the state, which pays a fixed 
(but also guaranteed) 5% interest on them. 

In this was set up what amounts to a central, state-controlled fund for 
reinvestment, re-financing and development - a state investment and develop
ment bank, in fact, to which each capitalist enterprise was compelled to 
contribute 50% of its holdings. Such an institution formed, and still acts 
today as, an indispensable economic tool promoting the process of capital / 
accumulation in the teeth of the tremendous difficulties posed by the 
attempt to industrialise a vast and economically backward rural hinterland. 
Indeed, the only viable alternative would be common ownership of industry 
by the state (i.e., socialism) and the establishment of machinery for 
implementing centralised state control and planning of all economic 
indices - i.e. a Gosplan. But .the instrument chosen by the Mao programme 
was an instrument for capitalist, not socialist development. 

the adoption of an ideological-political programme for "remoulding the( 
ideology and outlook of the national bourgeoisie tb accept socialism". It 
was here that the false dialectics of "unity-criticism-unity" were brought 
to bear - this high-flown principle which sounds as if it were intended to 
relate to the raising of the level of revolutionary praxis of a scientific 
revolutionary party and movement of the proletariat, but which in reality 
was applied as a pseudo-theoretical "Marxist" disguise concealing the 
permanent incorporation of the national capitalist class into the structure 
of classes and political system in China. In fact, as the subsequent 
development so clearly shows, far from being a "weak, indecisive remnant 
of a class", .as .the Mao-inspired legend would have had us all believe, the 
national bourgeoisie held and exercised actual hegemony in the PRC from 
its ~ery foundation in 1949 through its control of the CPC, the commanding 
position which it held in the state apparatus (which, it must be remembered, 
also gave it effective control of the n~tion~lised sector of industry) and 
its direct control of the joint state-private boards. No wonder it proved 
relatively easy to "remould the ideology" of a capitalist·class to accept 
a "socialism" which, far from progressively cutting down and whittling 
away its power, actually consolidates, extends and entrenches that powerl 

the adoption of a political constitution which accords to the national 
bourgeoisie the freedom to promote its class interest and propagate its 
aaus e tl'...rough 

i) the right to organise and maintain its own political parties, of which 
three have existed in the PRG since its foundation and continue to 
function actively to this day; 

ii") the right i:o organise and maintain its own newspapers, journals, 
publishing houses, and other media of information and propaganda. 

Thus it was not only Khrushchev, the architect of Soviet revisionism of the 
right, but Mao Tse-tung, the architect of Chinese revisionism of the "left", who 
was first and foremost an exponent of 

i) a peaceful transition to socialism~ 
ii} a state of the whole people. 

The illusion that, in the struggle against Khrushchevite rev~s~onism and its 
advocacy of a "peaceful . transition to socialism" it was the Mao doctrine of 
"armed struggle" and "armed insurrection" which provided the most persuasive 
and definitive example of the alternative revolutionary transition to socialism 
is shattered when it is seen that, in fact, the advocacy of "armed struggle" 
applied, in the Mao perspective, firmly to the national democratic revolution 
and not to the socialist revolution. 'For the transition to the socialist revolu
tion- which Leninist strategy and tactics, conforming with materialist 
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dialectic3, envisages as following uninterruptedly from the bourgeois demo
cratic or national democratic revolution - is in the Mao prescription the 
liberal perspective of the "gradual remoulding of the national bourgeoisie to 
accept socialism". These .are the manipulative and deeply demagogic techniques 
by means of which Maoist 11 left 11 revisionism forged for itself the theoretical 
tools it needed for holding the revolutionary process at the stage of com
pletion of the national democratic revolution and preventing its uninterrupted 
transition to the - in class terms, neoee.sarily violent - socialist rovolution, 

As for the 0 state of the whole people", we need only to quote from any 
basic text of Mao not only to find a crystal clear and categorical statement 
that the new democratic state is precisely such a "state of the whole people", 
but also the even more controversial, if hardly so clearly expressed, view 
that the national bourgeoisie can play a revolutionary role in the socialist 
revolution: 

''Ours is a people 1 s democratic dictatorship. • •• 
Vfuo is to exercise this dictatorship? Naturally, it must be the working 

class and the entire people led by it. Dictatorship does not apply in the 
ranks of the people. The people cannot possibly exercise dictatorship 
O're~:: themselves 9 nor must one section of them oppress another section." 
(Mao Tse-tungg "On the Correct Handling of Contradictions among the 
Pcople"9 Peking; 1964; p. 4,5) 

"It is the desire of the Communist Party, also its policy, to exist side 
by side with the democratic parties for a long time to come •••• 
. Mutual supervision among the various parties has also been a long
established fact •••• Mutual supervision, which is obviously not a one
sided matter, means that the Communist Party should exercise supervision 
over the democratic parties, and that the democratic parties should 
exercise supervision over the Communist Party." (ibid.; p.44) 

"if!hy should the democratic parties of the bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie 
be allowed to exist side by side with the party of the working class over 
a long period of time? Because we have no reason not to adopt the policy 
of long-term coexistence vnth all the democratic parties which are truly 
devoted to the task of uniting the people for the cause of .socialism. • • 
(ibid.; p.43,44) 

Thus Mao hopes to pull the wool over the eyes of less experienced comrades 
who migh·i; be unable to tell the difference between materialist dialectics and 
an eclectic pottage which seeks to equate "the rule of the whole people" with 
socialism, and which suggests that an imaginary "dictatorship" exercised by 
"the whole people" - a contradiction in terms - is new democratic China's 
equivalent of and substitute for the dictatorship of the proletariat affected 
by those crude and inelegant Russians under J.V. Stalin. 

The t ext of "On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the People" is 
based on a speech delivered by Mao in 1957, at a time when the People's 
Republic of China was being shaken by counterTevolutionary disturbances organ
ised by the national bourgeoisie (which is so weru<, so vacillating, so unorgan
ised) in a bid - in the event a successful one, thanks largely to those self
same proposals for "peacefully resolving contradictions amongst the people" 
contained in that speech - to obtain for itself a wider measure of political 
repres3n~ation in the National People's Consultative Congress (a short while 
later tl-::Ls vras actually acceded to in the form of "mutual supervision") and 
enlarged economic freedoms. To have referred to the national bourgeoisie as 
"weak, vacillating and incapable of acting decisively in its ovm class interest 11 

when it had acted, not merely decisively but with unprovoked violence in a 
number of major cities of China would therefore have been impolitic and tact-
less, ~o say the least. ' 

Mao therefore dishonestly suppressed that characterisation in the text of 
"On the Correct Handling of Contradictions among the People", and this could 
have been one of the factors responsible for the delay of 12 months which 
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elapsed between the delivery of the speech and its publication. There is, 
indeed, no doubt that publication of the official text had been held up in 
order that the more blatantly revisionist and anti-~'Iarxist-Leninist statements 
could be covered over and disguised as much as possible. 

By April 1957, a change was beginning to take place in the class alignments 
in China. In particular, a section of the national bourgeoisie began to have 
doubts about the longer-term suitability of Mao 1 s foreign policy of co-opera
tion with the Khrushchev leadership in the Soviet Union. They recognised, 
correctly, that Khrushchev was acting completely in line with the interests 
of US imperia lism, and decided that the Mao policy, if persisted in 9 would 
culminate in the alignment of China behind US imperialism - a policy which 
in very fact China has come to adopt today, since Nixon 1 s pioneering visit to 
Peking and the subsequent ousting of Lin Piao. By the spring of 1959, this 
section of the national bourgeoisie had gained the majority within its class, 
and it consequently began to look around for forces within the CPC with which 
it could ally itself. 

The Struggle Between Marxism-Leninism and Revisionism Sharpens 

Now it so happened that . there had begun to develop inside the top leader
ship of the CPC, and in particular in the International Department of the 
Central Committee, a group on whom the role of Khrushchev revisionism since 
the 20th Congress had had an extremely illuminating and educative effect. This 
group had come out of the infant Chinese working class movement. One of them, 
Liu Shao-chi, bad been a miners' leader organising trade unions during the 
dark days of Chiang Kai-shek 1 s blueshirts. He was very soon joined by a few 
others, more particularly the lending theoretician and Secretary of the 
Peking District of the Party and member of the International Department, Peng 
Chen. Others who joined them were the able propagandist An Wen and the 
philosopher and theoretician, Chou Yang. They began to make a study of Marxism
Leninism, to apply that study to the history of the Chinese revolution in 
general and to the role of Mao Tse-tung in particular. By the spring of 1959, 
they had come to the conclusion that Mao's doctrine and perspectives of "new 
democracy11 were revisionist in content and designed to provide the framev-- "'k for 
the ·construction of a st~te capitalist society rather than a socialist dle in 
China. 

Thus there arose a new class alliance, more progressive than the old one, 
because for the first time since 1933-34 the·small industrial working class of 
China was taking an active initiative to make itself once again, for the first 
time since 1926 (when the first phase of the national democratic revolution, 
when it was led by the working class, was drowned in blood by Chiang Kai-shek 1 s 
thugs on behalf of the comprador bourgeoisie and foreign imperialism), the 
leading force in the conpl~tion of the national-democratic revolutiOn and 
its successful transformation into a socialist revolution. This alliance was 
between the working class, the urban petty-bourgeoisie and pG:J,C c.ntry cmd a narrower 
section of the national bourgeoisie which was opposed to the ::tllicrJ.co 
with US imperialism to which the Mao policy had led~ jus t c,s ;_Jr0viousl~r it h::td led 
to a subjective alignment with Soviet revisionism (rapidly becoming Soviet nee
imperialism). We now know that this wider stratum of the national bourgeoisie 
whose interests Mao had represented had· stood in a relationship of alliance with 
a section of the com rador bourgeoisie whose holdin s Mao had rotected from 
nationalisation betvveen 1949 and 1953 the period during which nationalisation 
of other comprador holdings was carried through and the joint state-private 
boards were set up). As for that different section of the national bourgeoisie 
which formed the other wing in the Mao alliance 9 this was comprised of that 
sectio~whose interests were in general depe11dent upon and subordinate ~S 
imperialism. 

The first fruit of the growing awareness on the part of those elements in the 
leadership of the CPC (mainly concentrated in the International :pepartment of 
the Central Committee and in the Pelting Party Committee) who had begun to 
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unquestioning support now came over to the side of the developing Marxist
Leninists headed by Comrades Liu Shao-chi and Peng Chen. In May of that year, 
the position was considered to be sufficiently serious as to warrant an 
extraordinary meeting of the Central Committee, which was held in the prov
incial town of Lushan. At that meeting, Mao was· removed from his position 
as President of the Republic, this being taken over by Liu Shao .. chi. In fact, 
Mao was effectively banished at this meeting from all further participation in 
the political life and activities of the CPC and the Republic - and, indeed, 
nothing more was to issue either from his pen or his mouth from that day 
onwards. The official ground given at that time for his "relinquishing" the 
post of President was that he "wished to devote himself to theorEitical work". 
If there had been any truth in this, one could anticipate with some degree of 
certainty that some published work YfOU).(_1, have resulted from that retirement, 
the .. arinouncement of which vias blazoned forth with all the weight of the · · ·· 
Republic 1 s publicity media behind it. But, in fact, from that day forth :Mao · · 
was silent - proving thereby that the grounds officially stated for his 
"retirement" were not the real ones. 

The inescapable conclusion to which the above is leading, with unanswerable 
and relentless logic is, surely, quite clear. What was the date at which Mao 
was removed from his official position as President of the Republic, and from 
what date was he forced to give up all his party posts and all participation in 
public life; to retire to his private villa in the suburbs cif Shanghai? It was 
in May, 1959, at that Extraordinary meeting of the Central Committee held in 
Lushan. And when, . from what date, did the CPC begin to fulfil its magnificent 
role in the analysis and exposure of modern revisionism? From approximately 
August of the same year, i.e. from the moment that Mao was out of the way. 
Prior .to May 1959, the international line of the CPC had been one of uncondi tionaJ. 
support for the Khrushchev revisionists and for the revisionist programme put 
forward at the 20th Congress of the CPSU. Furthermore, it is patently obvious 
that Mao had absolutely nothinr to do with the drafting of the famous nine 
editorials published in HonqiRed Flag) and Renmin Ribao (People's Daily). In 
fact, they were drafted in the main by Peng Chen, the Secretary of the Peking 
Party Committee and Head of the International Department of the CPC. 

After the removal of Mao, the Marxist-Leninists in the lead,ership of the CPC 
did not restrict their activity to the vigorous prosecution of the struggle 
against modern revisionism. The~ also began to prepare at long last for the 
long-delayed carrying through of the socialist revolution - a delay which had 
been brought about primarily through Mao's "left" revisionist theory of "new 
democracy" and "steady progress towards socialism" through "peaceful remoulding 
of the national bourgeoisie to accept socialism". 

Mao launches one of history's greatest frauds 

Towards this end, the new leadership of the CPC, ·in which the core of principled 
comrades developing towards Marxism-Leninism led by Liu Shao-chi and Peng Chen 
were playing the principal role, decided in the early Summer of 1965 to initiate 
the first preparatory steps towards the mounting of a socialist revolution. 
These first steps took - quite correctly - the form of a theoretical and philo
sophical mobilisation of the more advanced cadres and militants in the CPC 
and in other working class organisations (the trade unions and urban co
operatives), with the aim of inculcating in the masses of working people a clear 
and ineradicable understanding of the fundamental character of revisionist (i.e., 
reconciliationist or reformist, class-collaborationist) thought and practice. 
The leading comrade representing the Marxist-Leninists in this all-important 
field of dialectical materialist philosophy was Chou Yang, who published two 
works in 1965 which, in our opinion, are destined to become classics of Marxist
~entnist literature. The first of these was entitled "Fi@..t:hngTaSks inthe 
Field of Philosg]Qy and the Social Sci£nces"9 and the second (and perhaps the 
mo_TI! _impQ_rtant of the two) bore the starkly prosaic title g "One Divides into 
Two, Two never Combi_nes into One". - - -

We will not attempt to summarise these insighted and profoundly scientific 
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works here. Suffice it to say that they made new contributions of fundamental 
significance to th~ scientific philosophy of dialectical materialism, and 
were intended to mobilise party members for fulfilling their Leninist task 
of leading .the proletariat a.YJ.d poor peasantry in the carrying through of the 
socialist revolution. 

Having taken steps to mobilise the highest levels of understanding and 
consciousness in the working masses of China, as represented by the Party 
cadres and activists of the CPC (those same cadres and activists 300,000 of 
whom the Mao faction had attempted to remove from the political stage in 

·late 1957, so as the better to initiate the bourgeois-democratic perspectives 
of "New Democracy"), the new leadership of the CPC which was developing 
towards · Marxism-Leninism decided furthe.r to take timely and well-considered 
measures to mobilise the next tier down in the structure of proletarian and 
petty bourgeois consciousness - i.e. the broad masses in sympathy with the 
CPC but not actually members of it for the broad tasks of preparation for the 
ousting of the representatives of the national bourgeoisie from the state 
apparatus and the carrying through of the socialist revolution. 

It was in this way that the cultural revolution was born. For it should 
never be forgotten that the principle of utilising a cultural revolution as a 
theoretical lever for mobilising the masses in preparation for transforming 
a national-democratic revolution uninterruptedly into a socialist revolution 
was first worked out theoretically and first applied in practice, not by the 
Mao faction in the Spring of 1966, but by the Marxist-Leninists a whole year 
earlier in May 1965~ They termed their cultural revolution . the "Socialist 
Cultural Revolution", and its aim was clearly to prepare and mobilise the 
masses for the expulsion of the representatives of the national bourgeoisie, 
firstly from the National People's .Consultative Conference, and then from all 
branches of the state apparatus. Thus "New Democr..~cy" . (the P-l_liance of the 
working class and the petty bourgeoisie; urban and. rural, with the national 
bourgeoisie) would have been brought to' an end and -replaced by a new, narrower 
alliance of the working class and the petty bourgeoisie (urban and rural) 
alone. This would have been the basis.for the es~ablislunent of the democratic 
dictatorship of the proletariat and th~ poor peasantry as it had been in the 
Soviet Union under Lenin and Stalin • . ~As the final stage, the three pplitical 
parties bf th!::l national bourgeoisie would have been disbanded, thus depriving 
the national capitalist class of. all political representation; the joint ·state- · 
private boards dissolved; and: all industry nationalised and so transformed 
into the property of the entire working class and ~orking people through the 
state, which would then have become a socialist st~te resting on the foundation 
of the dictatorship of the proletariat. . . ..... -·-

:But by tactics of unbridled, pseudo-revolutionary, pseudo-Marxist demagogy, 
the Mao faction successfully turned the Socialist Cultural Revolution into its 
opposite, into a counter-revolutionary movement aimed at the destruction of 
the Communist Party of China, at the dissolution of the trade unions and all 
genuine organisations of the working class and working people, at the smashing 
of the new democratic state in order to replace it, not by a socialist state,· the 
instrument of power of the working class and working people, but by a reaction
ary dictatorship exercised by a rump of revisionist hacks and sychophants who 
are utterly subservient to the interests of the developing Chinese--national 
capitalist class. During this bitter class battle, like tens of thousands of 
lesser-known but equally heroic cadres .. and fighters in the CPC, Peng Chen was 
murdered by the "Red Guards", the lumpen and petty bourgeois elements unleashed 
by the Mao faction and its controlling armed forces in a reign of terror to 
smash up every stick and stone of the indigenous working class base in China. 
I will not go into details of this unprecedently reactionary tidal wave of 
destruction - they are known through the details already outlined in the MLOJ3ts 
Report on the Situation in the People's Republic of China. 

Alignment with US Imperialism 

After the elimination of the Liu Shao-chi - Peng Chen leadership, the road 
lay clear for the manoeuvring of China back onto the path of integration with 
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the imperialist countries of the capitalist world system. As Soviet nee
imperialism began increasingly, after 1966, to look eastwards in order 
to find a solution to its growing internal contradictions and need for 
overseas spheres of influence, and the threat to China's security from 
this source became more and more pronounced, a section of the national 
bourgeoisie began to emerge which favoured the policy of developing an 
alliance with US imperialism as the best means of offsetting to some 
degree the threats from Soviet nee-imperialism. However, before any 
political steps to bring about such a violent change in the foreign 
policy of China could be encompassed, it was first of all necessary to discredit, 
isolate and finally destroy altogether .the faction of "left" demagogy headed 
by Lin Piao and Chiang Ching, the activities and propagandistic excesses of 
which had been so essential a mea.rls of covering up the elimination of the Liu 
Shao-chi- Peng Chen leadership iri 1966-67, and which objectively was opposed 
to US imperialism. Accordingly, Lin Piao, who had been hailed in the most 
effusive terms as Mao's successor was· encouraged under pressure of framed-UJ2 
charges to flee the country in a military aircraft, and then shot down and killed 
over the Gobi Desert. With his ~val the right revisionist faction in the 
leadership of the CPO felt their position to be sufficiently strengthened and 
that of the ttleft" sufficiently weakened, as to enable them to .take the first 
steps towards the conclusion of a viable working alliance with US imperialism. 

Thus, from the death of Lin Piao in 1971, up to the death of Mao and the 
exposure of the "Gang of Four", an uneasy interregnum set in; the main content of 
which, however, was the putting in motion of policy measures to make effective 
the Sino-US alliance. With Mao's death, the need to maintain the cover of "anti
imperialism", was felt to have passed, and the occasion was thus taken as an 
opportunity to take further massive steps towards an openly right-revisionist 
policy serving directly the interests of Chinese state capitalism. 

So · toda.;;:, after the . "Cultural Revolution", _th§ demise of the "heir apparent, 
Lin Piao", and the u.nmasking of the "Gang of Four", all power has been concen
trated in the hands of the army, who rule on behalf of the national capitalist 
class - an armed force which has occupie2:. ever;.y impor~t factory or enterprise 
in order to ensure, ~t virtual gunpoint, that the tempo of labour is drastically
~d murderousl:t_..;. ~eeded up and hours of work lengthened almost to the 
limits of ·liiU!i8.ii. endurance. This, of course, is not in order to serve "socialist 
construction", as the- Maoist propaganda machine states, but in order to facilitate 
and promote the primitive accumulation of Chinese national capital which, in the 
arduous and disadvantageous international conditions imposed by a world market 
dominated by infinitely more povrerful and developed imperialist powers, particularly 
the US, can only fulfil capitalist accumulation and reproduction through the 
most ruthless centralised state planning and control. As for the joint state
private boa.rds, these have, of course, been retained in . the now "socialist 11 post
cultural ·revolution China. - they also are necessary as an economic instrument 
for promoting primitive accumulation. In short, China is a state-capitalist 
country, basicall~ of the same type as that of the Soviet Union, but with a very 
different· class structure and- state ?-ppara t U'S":"-- -

Conclusion 

The entire development of the international relationships and foreign policy 
of the . People 1 s Republic of China since the "triumph '1 of the "Great Proletarian 
CulttU'al Revolution11 shows that a typical inter-capitalist struggle for 
supremacy bas developed, and is still developing, between Soviet neo-impel;'ialism 
and Chinese- state-capitalism (which has not yet reached an imperialist stage in its 
devel?pm~rit, but which will do so within 10-12 years at the present rate of 
economic development if the working class and working people of China do not 
intervene to bring . this development to an end through a successful socialist 
revolution - an Unlikely eventuality indeed, in the absence of 'a Marxist-Leninist 
vanguard party to lead them) • . In a capitalist world market which is completely 
dominated by the long-established and entrenched imperialist powers (the US 
and the West European powers), there are only two directions in which Soviet 
nee-imperialism can expand - and, having reached, since approximately 1968, its 
imperialist stage of development (viz. the invasion of Czechoslovakia) it ~ 
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expand or suffer a chaotic intensification of its social and class antagon
isms, in the same way as this is already happening, at a higher and later 
stage of development, in the case of the established imperialist powers. 
These two avenues of expansion are: 

a) 

b) 

by successfully taking over and absorbing into its (qualitatively differ
ent) framework of neo-colonial domination and exploitation the colonial 
holdings of the long-established imperialist powers, as and when these 
nee-colonies and semi-colonies successfully cast off the yoke of colonial 
subservience to these powers - i:t1. particular, US imperialism - through the 
carrying through of victorious national-democratic revolutions. It was 
in this way that Cuba, for instance, was absorbed into the neo-colonial 
framework of Soviet neo-imperialismo The Soviet nee-imperialists enter
tained the same hope vis-a-vis Chile, and have long attempted to lure 
the national bourgeoisie of Egypt into such a relationship and away from 
subservience to US imperialism. 

by means of a war against China and the ensuing subjugation of t he 
People's Republic of China and its incorporation into the Soviet neo
colonial system. 

Of these two, it is the latter which increasingly promises both the quicker 
and the larger imperialist booty. To win, one by one,from the developed, 
established imperialist countries the colonial holdings which they already 
possess, through the expedient of rendering support to a national liberation 
movement in order to place the new independent state, set up after the victory 
of the national democratic revolution, in a position of indebtedness to the 
Soviet Union - the method applied in relation to Cuba and Vietnam - may be 
very astute, but it is a process which is both protracted, cost l y and dangerous, 
the latter on account of the risk of provoking a world war with US imperialism. 
Consequently, a growing lobby of opinion amongst the nee-imperialist ruling J 

class of the Soviet Union favours a war solution, to be engineered on some 
suitable pretext, as a quick way out for Soviet nee-imperialism's market 
problems. 

As for the Chinese side in this developing inter-capitalist (and increas
ingly inter-imperialist) contradiction, . it is precisely be.cause of the threat 
it faces from Soviet ne·Q'.:.imperialism that Chinese state capitalism decided in 
1972 to enter into and to promote an active alliance with US imperiali sm. Have 
you ever wondered why Lin Piao, who had been wide l y and clamorously publicised 
as the successor of the great Chairman himself, his "most trusted comrade-in
arms", was finally compelled, along with his supporters, to flee the country? 
The reason .was that Lin Piao had, since the murder of Peng Chen and the incar
ceration of Liu Shac~chi, come to represent that section of the national capit
alist class whose interests were opposed to US imperialism. He and his faction 
accordingly attempted to carry through a coup d'etat and to oust the Mao faction 
from power- unsuccessfully, as it turned out. Vfhat more striki ng truth could 
one require of the state-capitalist nature of People's China or of the revis
ionist - one might almost say social-fascist - character of its ruling party, 
the "Communist Party -of China", ·and of -the--, ·inter-imperialist character of its 
foreign ~elations? 

These are the milestones offiking the road to the consolidation of the power 
of the national bourgeoisie and the elimination of the last vestiges of tho power 
of the working class and poor peasantry in China. They are also the events and 
policy measures which have proved up to the hilt the fundamental correctness 
of- the analysis made in the MLOB Report. Gone now is every shred of justifica
tion for maintaining the myth of "Mao Tse-tung Thought", thG "Lenin of our Era11 ~ 
gone is every remaining shred of evidence that China is a "socialist country"; 
gone is every remaining shred of evidence that the reconstituted rump of the 
CPC is a Marxist-Leninist vanguard party of the Chinese working class and poor 
peasantry. r'tet not_a~s:ingle one of the g£oups and or anisatiqns calling them
selves ~~ist-Leninist has been able to summon that modicur- of resP-ect fo~ 
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scientific truth as to face up to these developments or to exe~cise even the 
most elementary self-criticism· in seeking to evaluate critically their past 
errors: their craven oEport~~ their ~ovelli at the feet of the most corru£! 
demagogy ever P,erpetrated in the name of "socialism"; their abject, disgusting · 
fear of lo_pi n,g a seemin~l;r~werful all;y. Most of all they fear being faced wit~. 
the need to continue the "f)ght §Riainst modern revisionism" alone and without t he 
support, "moral" or .:·..:..nancial, of a powerful 11socialist11 base. Marxism-Leninism 
has indeed scant need of. suoh 11 fighters for princi le" as thesw 

In sending you this letter, we are only too well aware of the powerful motives 
which compel you to retain your allegiance to the facile emotive appeal exerted 
by "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung". For so long as there remains a single shred of 
false lJarxism adhering to it, for so long as its shallow abuse of dialectical
materialist phraseology may succeed in lending to the essentially mechanical
deteXminist ideology of the national capitalist class of China the false aura of 
scientific objectivity, for so long will the metaphysical character of "The Thought 
of Mao Tse-tung" link up with your own emotively based ideological needs and, in 
providing that heaven-sent manna of "For the people, with the people, by the people", 
01~ th6.t tho na.tiona.l bourgeoisies of the developing and emerging . countries of 
Asia, Africa and Latin America succeed in entraining an as yet but immature and 
inexperienced proletariat and left forces behind them in their struggle to halt 
the uninterrupted transition to socialist revolution. For so long as there remains, 
as an inevitable outcome of this, the sanction to strut and posture in the motley 
plumage of the false Na.rxism and real nationalist demagogy of "The Thought of .Mao 
Tse-tung" as .. a .means .o.f .avoiding. in .. prac.tic~ .. the .:r.\~J~ponsi'R~lit~.7::- .. 9Jf~ ~~!?.h .?J,J§ ., 
genuine Marxist-Leninist would strive to discharge as his most eiementar,Y duty -
of making a profoUnd analysis, on the pasis of s~ientific theory, of the new 
features in the development of capitalism which have emerged since the end of 
World War Two and on this basis of building a genuine Marxist-Leninist vanguard 
party of the working class and a genuine revolutionary mass front, a Red Front -
for just so long will you continue to place the unearned kudos of 11international 
support11 before real cadre work to build the Marxist-Leninist VangUard on the 
foundation of scientific enlightenment, conviction and trut.h. 

Imperialism's crisis of absolute retraction is already well advanced. The 
dangers this poses for the British working class, as for the workers of other 
developed countries in Europe and throughout the world, are immense. For at least 
30 years, the British working class ijas been leaderless, at the mercy of the 
long-range strategic plans of its irreconcilable enemy, monopoly capital. The 
eleventh hour for the forging of 1~st-Leninist unity on the basis of a 
scientific analysis of the contemporary capitalist reality is soon to strike. 
If these fundamental theoretical and programmatic tasks are not solved, and solved 
soon, monopoly capital will iind no barrier standing between it and a solution 
to the crisis of absolute retraction in the imposi ti·on of a fully-developed 
corporate state, and this in its turn would be but the antechamber to a terrorist 
fascist dictatorship. Whilst these portentious and .f.undamental issues are 
nearing their objective maturity, you, through your craven opportunism and 
philistine, egotistical concern to prove that you know the letter, but nothing 
of the method, of Marxism-Leninism, are objectively assisting in the disruption 
of the work to forge real Marxist-Leninist unity based on scientific principle 
and the founding of a Marxist-Leninist vanguard party based on a scientific 
programme of advance. 

Ua hope you will rein in at the brink and join with us in these fundamental 
theoretical and strateg:i,_g tasks •... T[l~t _is why: we have taken the trouble to 
address this Open Letter to you. :But, honestl y, we doubt that you .. rlli; ·-· .. "· 

September 1977 
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THE MYSTIQUE OF · 'iMAO · TSE-TUNG THOUGHT" (Continued from page 14) 

national features and conditions" which has been used as a pretext and a cover 
for the abandonment of Marxist-Leninist principle by modern revisionists of 
every hue ever since. 

If, then; we discard as a mere pret~xt or tactical cover the vague and unsub
stantiated ple~ of the. alleged "concrete conditions existing in China" - and we 
may rest assured that, if they did possess any real or objective validity or were 
in any way objectively germane to the issue of the alleged "dual character" of the 
national capitalist · class, • l\lk'l.O would have spel t out with his usual crispness and 
clarity j:ust what those special conditions ware..;. what obje«tivelybased mater
iality · does in fact remain with which to substantiate Mao 1 s claim that ');he national 
capitalist class possesses a "dual character"? None at alll Not .a tittl.e of 
objective evidence is provided to back up this contention, just as no objective 
evidence is provided to substantiate the related claim that the "reVolutionary 
side" to the character of the national bourgeoisie at the time of the national
democratic revolution - whicp, as Marxism-Leninism teaches, undoubtedly corresponded 
to its objective class interest - was "in the concrete conditions existing in 
Otina." actually backed up by any active revolutionary role fulfilled .by that 
class 'in the national-democratic revolutionary war, and that it did not, whilst 
supporting the revolution in words, prefer - in the best traditions. of the 
LOndon merchants and bankers who backed Cromwell in 1642; ,of Robespierre and the 
up}lold~rs 'of "Liberty, Equality and Fraternity" who screa.IJ;led their shrill exhort
ations from ·well behind ' the barricade.s 9f' 1789 .and·, indeed, of .the bourgeoisies 

~ ot~-a±:;t.·:·J:aniinev~i13inee .-..: :o te;.;,~~tul..~on ;:-tl).e.:.~w.orli:~ .... :p?~ple .. ~ ?Jl~~.jtoor :2easantry - . · ..... ; ,. 
· parti~~ial'J.;i~ :-··~h:~~:·.:·t·<> :· i·Tli~ : rrh<;;U:giit ·o:r··M"Ad : Tae~tuBg1it :o:tl:l~:.·i~t$~f:·:·.::tq ~~~erfornf"-" ~ ·.:"'··.: ·· 

the;'. actual ·deeds of '·r ev0J:ution8.:rj' struggle: on i,ts.' behalfi ·•<Thisj)o'frit ~~as .\f?Ome . 
importance·, because it is on the claim· that the national bourgeoisie did ··ili· .. fact 
possess a "revolutionary" side in i .ts "dual" character that Mao bases his related 
contention that that same "dual character", at the later stage ~ of the "socialist" 
revolution, then expressed itself in the form of "willingness to accept ·and work 
for socialism" - i.e. , that its alleged valia.."'lt deeds in the national democratic 
xevolution prepared it for support for the social~st revolution. 

As the lteport of the MLOB on the Situation in the People's Republic of China 
made ·clear, it is on this figment, this contrived construction, that IVIao erects 
his now notorious argument that the national capitalist class in a colonial-type 
country such as dhina· ca.n and does pley a revolutionary role, not merely in the 
national-democratic, but 'also in the socialist revolution: 

"Mao begins by saying: 

'We are confronted by ·two 'types of soGial contradictions contradictions 
between ourselves a.;ll ·the enemy and contradictions among the people. These 
two types · of contradictions are totally .different in nature." (Mao Tse-tung: 
"On the Correct -Handling ef Contradictions a.mong .the People"; Peking; 1964; 

,p.l-2) ) ' '.. . ' ; •, ' . ' . 
~ ~ ' ' 

· m this· ;respec~, he ;says, what constitutes "the p~ople" varies in different 
countr~es, ~d also in different historical peri~ds within the sa.me 'coUntry: 

'The term 'the 'people' has different meanings in different countries, and in 
different historical periods in each country.' (Mao Tse-tung: ibid.; p.2) • . 

lie· proceeds ·to analy~e what constitutes "the people" during the period of the 
construction of ·socialism in China: ,, " . .. · 

. ··:···· rit~iiiis '.-s~~e_:,;i~~''tim.:raxn~ts.ac·ia:r;kim ;~all ~el;a$s.e.~~ -~ stra:ta:.and:·s·oci~L grou,ps -
which approve, support and work for the cai.i~'e ·:of ;· so¢ialist . construction . 
belong to the c:ate·g6ry of the people." (Ma.'o Tse-tungi ibid.; - p.2). 

Then, in opposition ~o the liic.rxis,t~Leniniot thesis that the capitalist class 
represents a social force fundamentally and violently opposed to the building 
of socialism, he puts forward the revisionist thesis that "in the conditions 
existing in China" the capitalist class forms, during the period of the con
struction of socialism, a part of "the people", that is, one of the "classes, 
strata and social g;;-oups_which approve. support and work for the cause of 
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socialist construction." 

'During the building of socialism in the conditions existing in China today what 
we call contradictions among the people include the following: •• contradictions 
between the working class and. other sections of the working people on the one . 
hand and the national bourgeoisie on the other •••• 

In our country, the contradiction between the working class and the national 
bourgeoisie is a contradiction a1nong the people. ' (Mao Tse-tung: ibid.; p. 3)." 
(Report of the CC of the llLOB on the Situation in ths People's Republic of 
China, Red Front, January 1968). . 
Once unravelled, the involved and devious inversions and convo.lusions through 

which this argument passes are powerless to conceal, as Mao hoped, its true content. 
On the other hand, they give an indication of the great caution with which the 
Great Puppetmaster grasps the nettle of this, the most revealing of all the "ultimate 
truths" of modern revisionism. After all, not even the founding father of Soviet 
modern revisionism - the most important revisionist school, not of the 11 left" but 
of the right ~Nikita Khrushchev, 9Ver dared go so far as this! 

On reading these passages, it is almost as if the supreme engineer in political 
intrigue and the opportunist manipulation of ideas had ended up 9Y being himself 
unwittingly caught up in the toils of the very revisionist distortions and rr~srepre
sentations that he; had hoped would, at one and the same time, serve both the interests 
of the national capitalist class and his ovm reputation as "the Lenin of our Era". 
For, behind the twists and evasions of the argument, the words seem to be driven by 
an inexorable logic of their own, against which Mao himself is Vl'estling in vain to 
restrain them from revealing the truth about his "Thought" too precipitately and in 
too open a form. For it is indeed here, in this passage, that the life-cycle of 
revisionist thought and practice 9which, as always, begins with a spontaneous retreat 
before and accommodation to the pressure of capitalist ideas, turns full circle and 
ends, not only in directly and consciously serving the interests of the capitalist 
class itself, but by being unable to prevent the truth of this, its t~~e and most 
fundamental nature, from emerging into the open. It is only just and fitting that 
it should be ~hrough the pen of Mao Tse-tung that the foul gorgon's head of moderm 
revisionism should finally reve~l itself in its true colours, for was he not an 
astute and relatively experienced "theorist" and practitioner of modern revisionist 
ideology and politics at a time when Nikita Khrushchev was still serving his appren

ticeship in treachery and concealment under J.V. Stalin? 

So we are left 'Ni th our virgin birth, the ''dual character" of the Chinese national 
capitalist class~ one side of which enables it to "accept and work for socialism"~ 
It follows that, if Mao can feel free of any responsibility for providing a verifiable 
parentage for these ii::unaculate Sia.mese twins, he can also feel free to choose which 
of the two "sides" in this duality (that of "exploiting the working class to make 
profits" on the one hand, and of "support for the Constitution and willingness to 
accept socialism" on the other) he shall elevate to become the one which is the 
primary "aspect"- i.e., that on which the policy of the revisionist CPC leadership 
headed by Mao Tse-tung is to be based and which it will pursue in practice, in the 
real world of class conflict between the workers and peasants o:t;' China, in their 
struggle to bring about the transfornation of the nati,~nal-democratic revolution into 
the socialist revolution; and the national capitalist class of China, in its struggle 
to halt and prevent that transformation and to consolidate pernanently its rule and 
its concealed dictatorship over the. working class, working people and poor peasantry 
within the deceptive framework of "new democracy". 

THE lll"EVV METAPHYSICS OF HARMONIOUS CONTRADICTIONS AND THEIR 
NON-ANTAGONISTIC RESOLUTION 

So here we come to the philosophical crux of the matter. Mao postulates two "sides" 
or "aspects" to the character of the national-capitalist class of China. Of these 
two, one is objectively based and has a materialit in the real world (the"side"of 
"exploiting the working class to make profits" ; the other is subj"O<;tive and has no 
such objectively based me.teriality in the real world (the"side" of "supporting the 
Constitution" and being willing "to accept and work for socialism". Of these two 
however, it is the latter, the pure_1y subjective evaluation, which is stated by ~Iao 
to be the dominant or primary "aspect" or "side", and hence the one which should and 
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will be taken as the foundation of policy by the revisionist leadership of the 
CPC then under his cowmand. 

What we are left with in the above passage, therefore, after we have boiled off 
all the bogus Marxism and "dialectics" is an idealist postulate in the form of 
the subjectively chosen "aspect" in the "dual character" of the national capitalist 
class - an "aspect" which, as we have seen, rests on the basis of a false premise and 
which, unlike its "opposite" characteristic, resides in a purely subjective 
quality. In the course of our examination, it has become crystal clear that this 
alleged "characteristic" of being "willing to accept and work for socialism" is 
not a real characteristic at all, but a false and fabricated one which has been 
juxtaposed side by side with the real one - that of "exploiting the working class 
to make profits" - in order to lend it an air of false dialectical contradictor
iness, and so to conjure up a fc:.lse "unity of opposites". 

More significant, however, even than this is the fact that the "aspect" of the 
"dual character" of the national capitalist class chosen by Mao Tse-tung to be 
the dominant one is an aspect not of the contradiction as such between the national 
capitalist class and the working class, but of only one pole in that contradiction, 
namely, of the national capitalist class itself. As such, it is seen to be not a 
profound dialectical pole of force in a profound dialectical contradiction which 
can be equally profoundly r0solved in a non-antagonistic and peaceful way so that 
"socialism" can be achieved in China without the mess and inconvcmience of a 
proletarian-socialist revolution, but an a priori idealist postulate which derives 
from and resides in a purely subjective idea existing in the realm of thought or 
mind -namely, that the national capitalist class of China "willingly accepts and 
works for the cause of socialism". 

As we have seen, of course (see page 2) this "socialisr1" possesses no greater 
a nateriality than does the postulate of the national capitalist class being 
willing to accept and work for it, since it is in reality a state-capitalist 
system based on joint-state private boexds (i.e., on a 50% share in capital 
mmership between the state and each individual capitalist) which it is in the 
interest of the national capitalist class to support. Hence the metaphysical char
acter of the bogus "dominant aspect" in the "dual character" of the national capit
alist class forms, and he~ been projected precisely so that it should serve as, 
the foundation, in the forn of a subjective idealist postulate, for the inverted 
ideological system in and through which the working class, working people and poor 
peasantry - tho exploited and oppressed classes in "new denocratic" China - are to 
be deceived into accepting the dictatorship of their class enemy, the national 
capitalist class exercised against themselves within the deceptive framework of 
"people 1 s democratic dictatorship" as if it vcrere the opposite of this. Conversely, 
the dictatorship of the working class, working people and poor peasantry which, 
in a real socialist society, would be exercised against the class enemies of the 
working class and its allies- i.e., the national capitalist class, the comprador 
capitalists, the feudal landlord class and the reQnant agencies of foreign imper
ialist1 - is disguised by the revisionist "Thought of Mao Tse-tung" as "The 
dictatorship of the whole people" and falsely defined by the "theory" of people's 
democratic dictatorship to include the national capitalist class, the class enemy 
of the working class and its allies: 

"Who is to exorcisG this dictatorship? (i.o.people's democro..tic dictatorship -
Ed.). Naturally, it must be the working class and the entire people led by it. 
Dictatorship does not o..pply in the ranks of the people. The people cannot 
possibly exercise dictatorship over thenselves; nor should one section of them 
oppress another section." (Mao Tse-tungg ibid.9 p.5). 

It is here, then, that we find the true objective cause underlying the subjective 
predeliction of the Great Puppetmaster and his "Thought" for a vulgarised 
"dialectics" which replaces the rich and many-sided material process which is the 
complex, developmental conflict of opposed forces within a real, complex and 
developing unity of opposites - for instance, the struggle between proletariat and 
national capitalist class which is the fundarnental motive force of Chinese "new 
democratic" society - by a contradictionless "transformation" of opposites into one 
another without an intensifying and ultinately- i.e., as the outcone of a process 
of finite duration - irreconcilable struggle taking place between them and without 
that struggle reaching its qualitative sJmthesis in a dialectical leap into a new 
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quality - a view of development and change which is oore reoiniscent of a game of 
tennis than it is of the real processes of birth, growth, decay and death 
inherent to a real organiso. Indeed, such a concept of the relationship between 
opposed forces and the change to which this gives·rise, so ineffably pure and 
siople as it is, would lead us to believe that it had emerged ready made from the 
unfathooable Thought of the Godhead himself, were it not that our realisation of 
its strictly utilitarian value to the long-tern strategic interests of the Chinese 
national capitalist class precludes our believing in its divine origin. For it is, 
for instance, this 11pure 11 and "simple" concept, after it has been translated into 
the involved double-talk and prevarication through which the attempt is made to 
reconcile the "theory" of the harmonious and non-antagonistic resolution of contra
dictions and the equally harnonious "transfornation of opposites into one 
another" with the principles of dialectical materialiso, which enables the Great 
Puppet:oaster to declare that the ':n;ntagonistic" contradiction between the-working 
class and the national capitalist class which forNs the "negative aspect" of the 
latter's "dual character" may be "transformed" into a "non-antagonistic" contra
diction as the heavenly outcooe of being "properly handledn, and vice versa.· 

Thus "The Thought of lbo Tse-tung" first of all ideologically inverts the 
relationship of classes within the framework of "new democracy" so as to present 
"people's democratic dictatorship" as being exercised against only those class 
elements amongst the class enemies of the working class, working people and poor 
peasantry which it is in the interests of the national capitalist class, the active 
subject, to suppress openly as a foil to offset its disguised suppression of the 
working class, working people and poor peasantry- i.e., the remnants of the 
comprador bourgeoisie not already in alliance with it 9 the landlord class and the 
remaining agencies of foreign imperialism (the Kuomintang remnant on Taiwan), 
whilst the fundamental, long-term enemy of the working class, working people and 
poor peasantryj the indigenous national capitalist class, the class which is no 
mere superficial excrescence of a powerful imperialist overlord, fattening itself 
on the blood, sweat and toil of a "labour force" not it 9 but the foreign imperialist 
interloper has organised for production and exploitation, but which has developed 
its profit-making systen, carried through primitive accumulation and strengthened 
its ovm economic position as a~ organic part of the developing nation, a nation 
whose path of social development, like tbat of any other nation, had of.necessity 
to pass through the jungle of capitalism as the unavoidable prelude to, and training 
ground for, the victorious carrying through of the proletarian-socialist revolution 
by the working class, working people and poor peasantry led by their Marxist
Leninist vanguard party -~ class is enabled by "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung11 

not only to avoid for a time the revolutionary confrontation with its class enemy, 
the working class, working people and poor peasantry, which, were it to develop, 
would throw the entire future of capitalism in that country into the melting potj 
but actually to exercise its effective class dictatorship against the proletarian 
revolutionary alliance within the ideologically deceptive framework of "people's 
democ;ratic dictatorship"• 

In this respect, we see that Chinese "left" revisionism, the theoretical foundation 
for which is provided by "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung", fulfils in the differing 
objective social and class conditions prevailing in a large foroorly colonially 
enslaved country but recently emerged into national independence an exactly 
analogous role to that fulfilled by social-democracy and reformism in the developed 
metropolitan lands, the most salient differenoobetween these two being the tactical 
need, prior to the carrying through of the national-democratic revolution, for a 
'1-evolutionary"stance in the perspective presented, not only in respect of the 
national democratic revolution, but also for tho transition to "socialism ",as against 
the openly gradualist and reformist stance adopted by right-wing social democracy 
and reformism. The former, of course, acquires the material precedent for its 
"revolutionary" perspective in the transition to"socialism"simply by borrowing from 
tho revolutionary tradition of the bourgeois democratic revolution which has been 
but recently completedj and which is than interpreted as having created the broad 
conditions under which "socialist . . constructionu can be carried through "non- 1 

antagonistically" through the "co-operation" ::mel "mutual supervision" of •iall classes l 
within the camp of the people". , 

As students of scientific socialism, of the strategy and tactics of the proletarian·J 
socicJist revolution, wn evaluate the national-democratic revolution in Chllk~ as an j 



important progressive milestone in the history of world capitalism. Also as Marxist
Leninists, however, we must recognise that our most fundamental duty lies, not 
towards the national capitalist class of a colonial-type country in its task of 
achieving the victory of the national-democratic revolution whilst simultaneously 
holding back the unleashing of the socialist revolution, but in making a thorough
going exposure of the tactics of ideolog~pal deception and political manipulation 
which are so essential a feature of this ' aim, and which the national capitalist 
class of a colonial-t~pe country, be its leader Mao Tse-tung, Kwame Nkrumah, or 
Abdul Nasser, is so skilled in bringing about. 

Thus the process through which the working class, working people and poor peasantry 
of such a colonial-type country as China are mobilised for the carrying through of 
the national-democratic revolution under the leadership of a developing national 
capitalist class and by means of ideological precepts and political slogans whieh 
reflect the inverted world view of that class constitutes the most essential content 
of those variants of modern revisionism which serve the interests of the national 
capitalist classes of the formerly colonially-subjugated countries which have 
emerged into full nationhood since the end of World War Two. Those variants of 
modern revisionism to which we refer are Chinese "left" revisionism and small-state 
"centrist" revisionism such as holds sway in North Vietnam, North Korea and Cuba. 

As far as the most formative and influential of those ideologies serving the 
interests of such nationa1 capitalist classes is concerned, however- i.e., Chinese 
"left" revisionism, the guiding theoretical foundation for which is "The Thought of 

. Mao Tse-tung", the idealist postulate to the effect that the national capitalist 
class•~illingly accepts and works for socialism',together with its subjective first 
cause, the aim and intention of the national capitalist class, the active subject, 
itself to deceive the wor~ ~ class, working people and poor peasantry into believing 
that this is so, then together act as the combined determinant of the empirical 
effect desired to be obtained in the real world of Chinese ''new democratic" society: 
the maintenance of the rule of the national capitalist class, of its state apparatus 
of force and deception, and the holding back of the proletarian socialist revolution 
which, by 1959, had begun to mature into its pre-revolutionary stage. The link which 
enables the above idealist postulate to make its effect thus felt and to fulfil i -ts 
deceptive and disarming role amongst the exploited and oppressed classes in "new 
democratic" Chine. is the very real one represented by the whole inverted ideology 
which is the revisionist "Thought of Ma~ Tse-tung" - its vicariously self-flattering 
populist demagogy, its moralistic homilising (" ••• all classes, strata and social groups 
which approve, support a~d work for the cause of socialist construction belong to 
the category of the people" ), and so on - together with the political apparatus 
for disseminating that ideology throughout all classes and strata comprising "new 
democratic" society present in the revisionist ·'Communist Party of China" and the 
mass organisations of "people's democratic dictatorship". 

Conclusion 

To sum up, then~ we see that, as far as its philosophical system is concerned, the 
"Thought of £/lao Tse-tung" is a variant of bourgeois subjective idealism, albeit one 
which is skilfully disguised behind suitable "dialectical materialist" and "Marxist" 
phraseology. vVe see further that, as far as its method is concerned, it is a variant 
of bourgeois determinism. Its essential components may be summarised as follows~ 

1) an a priori idealist postulate existing in the realm of idea or mind which 
forms the original source of the power and influence exerted by "The Thought of 
Mao Tse-tung11

; 

2) a subject first cause, deriving from that postulate and residing in the entire 
inverted ideological system which is "The Thought of I,Jiao Tse-tung", a system 
the objective purpose of which, by inducing amongst the mass of workers, 
working people and poor peasants of China the belief that the above postulate 
possesses the force of truth, is to act as the link between the idealist post
ulate from which it derives and the real world of "new democratic" soeioty 
and tho rmtagonistic classes it comprises; 

3) an empirical secondary effect, the physical embodiment of the inceptive primary 
postulate, which resides in the political apparatus of "new democratic" 
society, the objective purpose of which is to act as the physical means of 
disseminating throughout all classes and strata the disarraing, class-collab-
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3) ••• orntionist ideology of "'.l.'he 'rhought of Mao Tse-tung", as the prime means 
of safeguarding the dictatorship of the national capitalist class in tho 
specific conditions of a large country but recently emerged from colonial 
enslavem~nt nnd oppression, and in which it is the aim of that class to 
build n viable state-capitalist system in the difficult and highly antag
onistic international terrain of advanced imperialism. 

It is thus uade crystal clear that in 11 Tb.e rr:wught of Mao Tse-tung" 9 we have a · 
typical exaople of that dichotomy between the world of idea and the world of 
matter in motion, of real men thinking, moving and acting in a real society, which 
is so fundamental a feature of all metaphysical systems, whether the emphasis be 
laid upon the former, the subjective element in idea, or upon the latter, the 
objective element external to the subject and existing in the material universe. 
It is also made crystal clear that this metaphysical foundation in the philosophy 
and world view of a national capitalist class of a foroer colonial-type country 
constitutes the basis for, and exerts its influence in the real world of "nevf 
democratic" society,through. an inverted ideology which acts so as to conceal the 
rule of the national capitalist class, its exploitation and oppression of the 
working class, working people and poor peasantry. As such, it represents perhaps 
the last of the great schools of bourgeois thought to emerge and develop in the 
service of a bourgeois-democratic revolutionary movement, the last scion of a 
tradition which began with Martin Luther, Thomas Mlinzer and the peasant war in 
Germany 9 and which has produced such profound thinkers as Immanuel Kant, G.W.F. 
Hegel and Ludwig Feuerbach. In the present era, however, in the era of capitalism's 
decline into irrationalism, anti:-science and .l'thought control'~ bourgeqis · thought 
and . culture c'an"'si:ieil.' 6nly . the ' death or" p:fii'losophy . as . the--organ:lc'ally orcie-red ''and 
systematised expression of the world viow of a class, and can produce only great 
ideological ll~ipulators, confidence tricksters and deceivers of the ilk of 
Mahatma Gandhi, Jawaharjal Nehru and - for the one country amongst t}Jc larger semi
colonial countries of the colonial periphery in which, during the period of 
classical imperialisn between the two world wars, the objective conditions for 
the successful mounting e~d carrying through of a proletarian-socialist revolution 
on the basis of tlw Leninist strategy of the revolutionary alliance of the working 
class and the povr peasantry had begun to mature, i.o. China - Mao Tse-tung • 

For so long as the historical stage of development awaiting fulfilmsnt in China 
was that of the national democratic· revolution, "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung" had 
an •listorically limited progressive and revolutionary role to fulfil. But from 
the moment that the stage of the national-democratic revolution had been carried 
through, so that the next great task of historical progress became that of carrying 
through the socialist revolution headed by the proletariat, it turned into its 
opposite (and here we nay use this much-abused phrase in its correct context) 
and became a reactionary ideology, a reactionary ideological and political force 
assisting not only the national capitalist class of China, but also the world 
imperialist system and world reaction to hold back the onset of the proletarian
socialist revolution in China. For all the "progressive" and "revolutionary" 
charisma attaching falsely to his na.tae, Hiao Tse-tung and his "Thought" will oost 
certainly be judged by history as ending its development, not in the camp of 
social progress, but as ~ sophisticated, tactically ad2oi and politically 
astute system of reactionary ideology, the ideology of a capitalist class which, 
like- any other, can survive only for so long as it can hold -- back the rising tide of 
the proletarian-socialist revolution. 

With the ever more open adoption of its growing alliance--with the greatest reac
tionary force in the world today, US imperiali~m - the ineY.itable self-exposure 
which has already -compelled · its former ally; the Albanian Party of Labour-, ---to break 
with it and to O)ndemn its bet~~yals in the sharpest 9 even if theoretically mis
conceived, torno - tho hour of groatoot \70clmoo:::: and indecision for "The Thought of 
Mao Tse-tung" and its revisionist political appo.ratus ho.o otruck. Now is the time to 
mount all-embracing and pitiless criticism of its theoretical and political fallac
ies and deceptions, so that the prestige and the pernicious influence of this 
important variant of modern revisionionist th' tght and practice within the develop
ing 1~ist-Leninist world movement may be neutralised and destroyed at the earliest 
possible moment. 

----·--------... 
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APPENDIX ONE 

STALIN 1 S "DIALECTICAL AND HISTORICAL MATERIALISM'' 

Professor George Thompson, the vyell-known eulogist of "The Thought of Mao Tse
tung"' has put forward what is considered by many to be the orthodox view of 
Maoism on "The Question of Stalin", na.m.ely that Stalin's exposition of dialec
tical materialism was lacking in subtlety as compared with Mao's treatment, as 
m8.nifested in the latter's work "On Contradiction". - As is well-knovm, Stalin's 
treatment makes no reference to the question of "antagonistic and non-antagon
istic contradictions", thereby indicating · quite clearly, ·even if inversely 
through omission, that he did not consider the distinction to have any validity 

·in scientific dialectical-materialist philosophy. Professor Thompson, on the 
other hand, rushing in, in his eulogistic zeal, where angels fear to tread; 
considers that, by omitting this question from his exposition, Stalin revealed 
his "blindness" towards "an important Marxist concept" from whichwere later 
to flow his many "errors": 

"It could, I think, be shown, on the one hand, that Stalin's errors were 
largely due to his failure to deal correctly with antagonistio and non
antagonistic contradictions, and, on the other, that Mao Tse-tung 1s develop
ment of this aspect of dialectics would not .have been possible without the 
historical experience of the October Revolution." (G. Thompson: "Marxism in 
cydna Todey"; "The Broadsheet", organ of the China Policy Study Group; :March . 
1965). -

He goes on to counterpose Stalin to Mao on the much-vexed question of "the 
transformation of contradictions into each other". 

Stalin seys: 

"Internal contradictions are inherent in all things and phenomena of nature, 
!' for they all have their negative and positive sides, a past and a future, 

something dying away and something developing; and the struggle between 
these opposites ; the struggle between the old and the new, between that 
which is dying away and that which is being born, between that which is 
disappearing and that which is developing, constitutes the internal content 
of the process of development, the internal content of the transformation 
of quantitative changes into qualitative changes." (J.V. Stalin: "Dialectical 
and Historical Materialism"; "Problems of Leninism", FLPH Moscow 1953; p.717). 

It should be noted here that Stalin has not referred to "the transformation of 
opposites into each other". But, for Professor Thompson, this is Stalin's sin • . . 
He then proceeds to demonstrate how Mao is "more subtle and more profound": 

"Contradiction is present in all processes of objectively existing things 
and of subjective thought and permeates all these processes from beginning 
to end; this is the universality and absoluteness of contradiction. Each 
contradiction and each of its .asp(lcts have their respective characteristics; 
this is the particularity and relativity of contradiction. In given conditions, 
opposites possess iden~ity, and consequently can co-exist in a single entity 
and can transform themselves into each other; this again is the particularity 
and relativity of contradiction. But the struggle of opposites ie r:easeless; 
it goes on both when the opposites are co-existing and when they are 
transformin themselves into each other; this again is the universality and 
absoluteness of contradiction." ~a.o Tse-tung: cited ;in George Thompson: 
"Marxism in China Todey"; ibid.} (Our emphases - Ed.). · 

Despite Professor Thompson, however, there are in fact no conditions in which 
opposites can possess identity - nor can the statement that they do hold even a 
semantic validity, since, if two opposites are identical, they cannot be opposites; 
and, conversely, if they are opposites they cannot be identical. The principle of 
scientific materialist dialectics which Mao is attempting to distort here -
whether spontaneously or with conscious intent is, for purposes of theoretical 
analysis, immaterial - is that which states that ?-PPOsites comprise a unity as 
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well as having contradictorines~, being in conflict with one another~ Dialectical 
materialist philosophy states that ev~hjn~ in t.he material universe, every 
entity or complex organism, is made up of a structure of spheres of contrad1ction 
each one of which comprises two opposite and contradictory poles of force which, 
in spite of the conflict which exists between thel'l, are held together fo:r:.- a. -ti:me 
in a unity of opposites. Only .when the intensity of contradiction between the two 
opposite poles of force mounts to a point at which it becomes irreconcilable is that 
temporary unity broken, so that a new quality can emerge and a new unity of 
opposites at a higher level b(3 _established. It is this unity of opposites, the 
opposite characteristic which itself exists end moves in unity with that of the 
contradictoriness of opposites and the -conflict -between them, .together with the 
materially based, historically staged process of change of which it forms a part, 
which Lenin vm.s concerned to characterise when he define.d the relationship of 
contradictoriness and conflict of opposites to their temporary unity as follows: 

"The unity of opposites is conditional, temporary,. tra.r:si tory, relative. The 
struggle of mutually exclusive opposites is absolute , just a,s development and 
motion are absolute." (V.I. Lenin: "Collected v•/orks", Vol. 38; FLPH Moscov.; p.360). 

It is, however, precisely tho materially based proc~ss of dialectical change which 
"The Thought of Mao Tse-tung" is concerned to deny and to replace .by a mechanical, 
stage.less and therefore timeless, undevelopmental and immaterial view of the inter
relation and movement of entities and orgonisms. This is, indeed, of crucial tactical 
importance to the aim, central to"The Thought of Mao Tse-tung11

, of falsifying 
dialectical oaterialism so as to make it serve the interests of the national capita
~ist class. For the emptying out of materialist dialectics of its materially-based 
developmental content, its epistemology, . effectively prepares the ground .for the 
interpretation of chenge as a more reversal of opposites relative to one another 
without this being the qualitative outcome of a total, law-governed dialectical 
process of change which passes through defined developmental stages. This, in its 
turn, enables "The Thought of :rf.tao Tse-tung" to project a form of transition from 
capitalism to socialisn in which that transition can be effected peacefully and 
gradually through the 11remoulding of tho national ca:pi talist class" on the basis of 
its "willingness to support the Constitution and work for socialism" - the central, 
strategic aim behind all the "theoretical" bluff and double-talk. 

Thus it emerges that the crucial "theoretical" nub of this aim is the presentation 
of dialectical change and development in such a way as to suggest that the opposite 
poles comprising a contradiction can simply be "reversed 11 , can cha.."lge their positions 
relative to one another, without otheTivise unduly disturbing the unity in which 
those opposite poles are temporarily contained, and hence without qualitatively over
coming the old total quality or organism at the heart of which they lie. Since the 
old total quality or organism concerned here is nothing less than Chinese "new 
democratic" society, we see that a "dialectical" respect&'Jility is given, through 
this falsified presentation of the laws of dialectical change and development and of 
the entire process through which those laws manifest themselves, to the gradual, 
peaceful, "non-antagonistic" transition from state capitalism (i.e., "new democratic" 
bureaucratic state capi ta.lism based on the joint ste.te-private boards) to "socialism" -
a transition which is effected, not through a socialist revolution, the moment of 
dialectical leap into a new quality, socinlist society, in the r eal world of classes, 
class struggle and social change through revolution - but through "socialist construc
tion", central to vihich is "tho peaceful, non-antagonistic remoulding of the 
national capitalist class" on the basis of its "willingness to accept ond work for 
socialism". 

The moment of "theoretical" inception of this falsified dialectics is the concept 
of the dire.ct reversal of poles of contr~:..diction relative to one another, a concept 
which enables the position of the national capitalist class relative to that of the 
working class to be reversed without the intervention of a moment of qunlitative 
leap- i.e., without a socialist revolution led by tho -.,wrking cL:ws, vrorking people 
and poor peasantry having taken place - c~nd without this having formed a stage in an 
ontire, complex process of dialectical chango in society- i.e., without the entire 
and total process of revolutionary trClJl.si tion from ca::;:·i talism to socialism having 
matured tl1rough all its stages: the stage of quantitative accretion of social and 
class contradiction and strugglq the stc,ge of the transformdion of quantitative 
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class struggle into qualitative revolutionary struggle; the stage of the qual
itative negation of the old society and its class dictatorship through the revol
utionary birth of the new society, socialism, and its new class dictatorship~ the 
dictatorship of the proletariat; and, finally, the stage of the negation ~f soc
ialism's earlier negation of capitalist society through the commencement of the 
stage of.transition from socialism to full co~munist society. This entire, infin
itely rich, complex yet law-governed process is replaced in the revisionist 
"Thought of Mao Tse-tung" by a mere mechanical· "reversal of poles" designed to 
lend credibility to the concept of the reversa~ of the role fulfilled by the 
national capi t 'alist ·class froin a reactionary to a progressive one within the con
text of the transition from capitalism to socialism, whereas in fact the develop
ment of the socio-political role fulfilled by the national capitalist class in the 
revolutionary process in a colonial-type country is the exact opposite of this, 
i,e., from an- however limited- progressive role in the national-democratic rev
olution to a reactionary one in the socialist revolution. 

Thus the final aim behind all this false dialectics and real mechanical deter
minism emerges as being the provision o£ a "theoretically principled" justifica
tion for the inclusion of the national capitalist cls.ss in the bloc of "revolution
ary" classes ostensibly engaged in the 11 construction of socialism" -i.e., in 
building a bureaucratic state-capitalist China. 

In cont radistinction to the bogus 11 dialectics" which co4stitute the "theoret
ical" foundation of "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung", the definitive statement by 
J.V. Stalin of the dialectical process of change is as follows: 

"The dialectical method therefore holds that the process of development from 
the lower to the higher takes place not as a harmonious unfolding of phenomena, 
but as a disclosure of the contradictions inherent in things and phenomena, 
as a 'struggle' of opposite tendencies which operate on the basis of these 
contradictions." ( J. V. Stalin: ibid. ; p. 718). 

Further, and riore specifically in refutation of the concept of "tho harmonious 
unfolding and resolution of contradictions" ~ 

"Further, if development proceeds by way of the disclosure of internal contra
dictions, by w~y of collisions between opposite forces on the basis of these 
contradictions and so as to overcome those contradictions, then it is clear 
that the class struggle of the proletariat is a quite natural and inevitable 
phenomenon. 

Hence we must not cover up the contradictions of the capit~list system, but 
disclose and unravel then, we must not try to check t·~10 class stru~gle but carry 
it to its conclusion. 

Hence, in order not to err in policy, one must pursue en uncoD:pl~o::n.sln~ ~)rol
etarian class policy' not a reformist policy of tht: hal'i'10l1Y of th0 inter<::sts of 
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, not a compror.~iser' s policy vf the t growing 
of capitalism into socialism"'· (J.V. Stalin: ibiu.; p. 720). 

It can, indeed, be readily understood why the eulogisers of and apologists for 
the revisionist "Thought of Mao Tse-tung" are so concerned to deprecate and dis
credit J. V. Stalin 1 s "Dialectical and Historical Materialisr;1". For Stalin explicitly 
condenns in that work tho idealist categories of thought, the mechanical-determinist 
perspectives of developBent, the gradualist illusions and reformist po.naceas v1hich 
form so proninent a part of the systea of bogus dialectics projected by Mao r.rs o
tung, as represented by such concepts as i'the correct ho.adlil1g of contradictions", 
the 11 transformation of a.nt~gonistic contradictions into non-E!ntagonistic onos"~ the 
"harBonious resolution of contradictions", and so on. Th(.; clo2,r scientific truths 
concerning the laws of developr.1ent and change propounded by Stalin - truthB which 
also assist the proletariat in its revolutionary cause, class truths based on the 
proletariat and its struggle for hegenony - stand as irreconcilably opposed to 
"The Thought of Mao Tse-tung" as capital and labour themselves stand in irrecon-
cj lable contradiction to each other~ 

....... . '•)7P ....... ... -
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APPENDIX TYVO 

A CYNICAL CAPITALIST IN CHINA 

Edgar Faure was a French statesman who, during his various visits to China in the 
1950s, held many conversations with leading members of the "new democratic" govern
ment, and especially with Chinese businessmen, on the nature of the economic system 
in "New China". In his book, "The Se:rpent and the Tortoise", published in 1958, he 
describes the system of "mixed enterprises", i.e., the joint state-private boards, 
in which at that time an estimated 700,000 capitalists were involved. As was quoted 
in the "Report of the Central Committee of the MLOB on the Situation in the People's 
Republic of China", the system received the wholehearted support of China's capita
lists, since, apart from guaranteeing them a gilt-edged 5 per cent profit, it 
ensured better conditions in respect both of capital accumulation and conditions for 
intensifying the exploitation of labour-power (increase of relative surplus value) 
than had been the case under the old system dominated by bureaucrat-comprador 
capital. 

Considered from the fundamental viewpoint of the l1istorical development of the 
capitalist mode of production as a v>hole, the state-capitalist system of joint state
private boards, based on a 50 per cent (in some cases a 35 per cent - 65 per cent) 
sharing of capital ownership between private capital and the state, rests upon two 
important needs of a developing capitalist system in a country only recently 
emerged from colonial enslavement into national independence and requiring to carry 
through capital ,1ccummulation in the conditions of intense restriction of market 
and investnent arenas exercised by the powerful developed imperialist groups. These 
two basic needs are: 

1) the need to create a common or co-operative pool of investment capital as a 
lever compelling the capitalist class as a unified whole to "exercise thrift" 
and to plough back tho bulk of profits realised in any one investment cycle into 
further investment- i.e., to carry through £rimitive accumulation. The risks 
n.r.d perils associated with the emergence as an independent capitalist-type 
nation of a large colonial-typo country such as China in the epoch of advanced 
imperialism are too great and hazardous to permit the question of re-investment 
and accumulation to bo left to the individual "thriftiness" and "conscience" 
of oach individual industrial capitalist, as was the case during the period of 
"lV.ssez faire 11 capitalism in Europe in the 19th century. Under ''new democracy", 
wastrels, profligates or even the odd unfortunate capitalist "with no head for 
business" are not sinply frowned upon; the very social and economic conditions 
for their existence are taken away, and all without exception must participate 
in that highest of all moral duties iri the service of capital: the duty to 
accumulate; 

2) the need to dispose of a disciplinary force over labour vrhich is intrinsically 
more compelling and persuasive than the mere threat of victimisation and 
unemployment - measures which, apart from being economically wasteful are not, 
in the era of the October Revolution and the (then valid) construction of 
socialism in the USSR, acceptable to the working class and working poople 
themselves. 

As regards the first of these two needs, the system of 50 per cent capital sharing 
between the state and private interests, as anchored organisationally in the. joint 
state-private boards, takes the burdensome responsibility for planning future invest
ment and reinvestment policy- i.e., measures to ensure that the reproduction of 
capital on an extended scale can continue - out of the hands of the individual 
capitalist and vests it in the state. That is to say, it establishes a joint 
investnent fund. 

As regards the question of "labour discipline" and the overall conditions under 
which exploitation and the production of surplus-value are to take place, the need 
of the Chinese national capitalist class was for a total system of ideological and 
political manipulation and control under which the worker ca~ be conditioned into 
believing that the system of joint state-private boards is socialism based on common 
ownership by the whole working people of the means of prOduction, distribution and 
exchange. This bears a certain kinship with the traditional methods of reformist 
deception in developed capitalist countries such as Britain, where working people 
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are misled by Labour cU1d Tory parties alike into believing that socialism is 
commensurate with capitalist nationalisation. In this way, a euphoric smokescreen 
of "labour enthusiasm" is whipped up, behind which the national capitalist - that 
mysterious figure who, like those of his class the world over, is so skilled in 
adopting the most disarnring and engaging of disguises: the benign reformer, the 
"progressive" innovator of "advanced techniques", and so on - anything, in fact, 
but an exploiter of hwnan brain and tissue - is drowned out and loses his class 
identity behind the paeans of praise to the glory of "new democratic" China and its 
Great Architect, Chairnan Mao~ 

"Great is the national bourgeoisie! It has accepted the peaceful reforms offered 
by the Communist Party and Chairman Mao. Great are the achievements of its reform
ation! ••• To refor~ industry and comnerce peacefully is the creative develop
ment of Marxism-Leninism in China." (Kwang l!ling Daily, May 9th, 1954). 

We see, then, that as far as its place in the overall development of the capitalist 
system on a world scale at the present historical juncture is concerned, the grov~h 
of bureaucratic state-capitalism in China is fully in line with similar developments 
in the crunp of Soviet nee-imperialism and, indeed, with measures taken over recent 
years in the long-established countries of state monopoly-capitalism towards the 
development of corporate forms of state control ., of the economy. 

To return, however, to our visiting representative in China of the developed 
monopoly-capitalist countries, it was in respect of the latter of the two aspects 
of tl1e Chinese state-capitalist system, that of labour discipline, that Edgar Faure 
had the most revealing information to impart. He reported on the system of dual 
dlrectorships, in which an enterprise would be effectively managed by two directors, 
one a representative of the private capitalist interest, who in practice holds what 
amounts to a sinecure; the other n, nominee of tho 11 new democratid'state. Of these 
two, it was the latter who was the senior director in the management of the enter
prise, and it was under his purview that the all-important sphere of labour relations 
was planned and controlled. 

In short, the state assumes responsibility for labour relations ru1d labour disci
pline - a task it is better qualified t o fulfil since it is allegedly a socialist 
state in which the 'workers and poor peasants allegedly hold power. 

It.liners in Britain will recall the attempt to adopt a similar tactic towards them
selves when the mines were nationalised by the first post-war Labour Government in 
1947. On that occasion, they were told that there would be no roon for industrial 
disputes in the ney; "socialist" mining industry which had been set up with a single 
stroke of the parliamentary pen, since the miners thern.selves now had a. sho..re in the 
control of that industry through nationalisation. The sound class sense of the miners 
enabled them to lau~1 this flight of capitalist fancy out of court. In the social and 
class conditions of "new democratic" China, however, a you_n.ger and less expericmced 
proletariat was, for a time, unable to distinguish between state capitalism and social
iS!!! - largely because of its boundless yet in11"1ature enthusaism for the latter. Here 
is how Edgar Faure describes the way in which the st~1te-capi talist systen in "new 
democratic" China operates as far as that vexed question of "lnbour relations" is 
concerned: 

"The 'public' director ••• cru1 control the ovmer, but he also controls the work of 
the workers. He maintains the discipline which, in the previous period, was usually 
slack. • •• Ho is there to mo..lm the workers understand that the enterprise belongs 

to the state and that they must refrain from sabotage or fancies, which the feeling 
of working in an insufficiently socialist met..-vmer might earlier have excused." 

11All the capitalists vvhom I asked declared themselves satisfied and put such hyper
bole into their professions of faith that most people would have seen in then either 
the effects of constraint or of remarkc..blo irony. • •• 

It may doubtless seem astonishing that tho g-.;:ace of Marxist ideolog'J has simul tan
eously descended upon all the dispossessed financial elite. 

~ith the dulled understanding of a bourgeois idealist, I have always hitherto 
rejected this explan•ation. • ••• 

"•• the question is no longer: why is the capitalist satisfied? but, why shouldn't 
tho capitalist be relntively s atisfied? ••• 
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"The capitalist industrialist or merchant is therefore relatively at an 
adva.ntage with his 35 per cent, which he is free to deal with as he wishes 

This same capitalist has, on tho other hand, often bitter memories of the 
pre-communist period, which was accompanied by inflations and difficulties 
of every kind •••• 

Finally, he has already passed through the experience of two successive 
stages, that of limitation and that of transformation and, in the majority 
of cases, the more socialist stage has proved the more favourable to him". 
(Edgar Faure: "The Serpent and the Tortoise"; IIIIacmillan, 1958; p:;;:r. 172-174). 

ije goes on to quote from private capitalist directors themselves: 

"Since socialisation, the workers work with enthusiasm ..... In the period 
before socialisation the workers had become insupportable." •••• 

"Since socialism we have had a planned economy. Production is improving". 
(IbJ.;.; p. 175). 

He concludes: 

'~e experience a certain surprise in visiting the school for caritalists 
and noting that, after some months, all the pupils without exception are 
convinced of the excellence of the regime." (Ibid.; p. 175). 

The inescapable conclusion to which we are driven, willy-nilly, by the above 
observations and reports, is that, in so describing the system of joint ovmer
ship between private capital and the state, together with its concommitant, 
the system of dual directorships, Edgar Faure was right in his cyhical suspicion 
that the system he was observing and describing with such accute perspicacity was 
not socialism, but a form of c1..~i talism. As we have s-:len, it is a form imposed by 
the complex and compelling necessities dictated by the objective conditions attendin1 
the construction of a capitalist system in a large, economically tmderdeveloped 
country, the growth of which into a viable, organic capitalist whole was, until 
comparatively reC·"nt times, restricted and held back by colonial suppression and 
super-exploitation. As for the class which exercises real authority and power in 
"new democratic'' China, it - or at least the more independent and spirited of its 
representatives - have on occasion felt ~·<fficiently emboldened by the liberal 
freedoms accorded them by "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung" as to express their real 
views on such questions as politie ,l economy and tho relevance of "Marxiso
Loninism" -i.e., "The Thought of Mao Tse-tung" - to "the concrete conditions 
prevailing in China11 : 

"The Communist Party has treated the national bourgeoisie according to the 
theories of Marxism-Leninism (would that it had% -Ed.). It should be noted that 
most of the works of Marxist-Leninist theory were written a long time ago, In 
many cases, application of these theories in China is quite inappropriate." 

11F1r instance, it hn.s been asserted in political economy cln.sses that when on 
independent worker turns into an exploiter, he will quickly spend n.ll his 
criginal capital and depend on the labour of others for his income. This theory 
does not apply to the Chinese national bourgeoisie. We are diligent workers 
who spend less the.n we earn ••• 11 (New China News Agency, June 16th, 1958). 

Apart from the obvious nonsense contained in this passage, the first thing to 
engage the attention of the reader is,not merely the boundless contempt shovvn 
for the working class as the producers of all social wealth - this, o..fter n.ll, is 
a typical characteristic of the class the world over, and should occasion no 
surprise - but the utter disdane whihh is so clearly and frankly expressed for 
"Marxism-Leninism" - which, "in the concrete conditions of China", means i;,1e 
revisionist "Thought of T,Iao Tse-tung". This gives the lie in the most effective and 
telling way possible to mry attempt to ascribe to the vwrking class the "leading 
role" in the "bloc of revolutionar;y classes" allegedly exercising "joint dictator
ship" within tho system of "people s democratic dictatorship". Af~.;;,~ all, it is 
not difficult to inagine what the outcome would have been had the boot been on the 
other foot - i.e., the f.:>.te that would have befallen any representative of the 
adv~nced strata of the industrial proletariat of China had he dared - except perhaws 
during the brief period in which the leadership and control of the CPC was in the 
hands of the developing Marxist-Leninist leadership headed by Liu Shao-chi r.md 
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Peng Chen - to have expressed in published form his real class views concerning 
the entire revisionist ideology of "new democracYi'and its perspective of the 
Chinese national capitalist class growing peacefully, willingly and non
antagonistically into socialism 1 Unliko the case quoted above of the published 
point of view of a representative of his class enemy, the national capitalist 
class, the ful.:.. power of the "new democratic 11 state would, in that eventuality, 
have been used to prevent those vievis from ever seeing the light of day in their 
printed and published formJ 

For is not the exn..~p~~ we have given - an adi.nittedly fictitious one - in fact 
exc..::tly analogous, even though on a vastly :greo.tor ,scale, with the steps taken 
after April 1965 by the Liu Shao -chi - Peng Chen leadership, representing China'a 
revolutionary 'pro'letariat, to expel the representatives of the national capitalist 
class from the "new democro.tic" state and so to cro:ry through at long last the 
socialist revolution which the revisionist 11 Thought of Mao Tse-tung." had for so 
long prevented? And, a,nversely, were not the counter•revolutionnry measures 
adopted by the Mao faction from May 1966 ommrds exactly analogous, though again 
on a far greater scale, with the fate th:-:t would have befall:len our ·imaginary 
representative of the revolutionary proletariat of China had he dared to strike out 
against the dictatorship of the national capitalist class o.t th.· time when that 
dictatorship was disguised behind the ideological smokescreen of "people.1 s demo
cratic dictatorship· and its thooretical justification, "The Thought of Mao Tse
tung"? As we have seeri, those counter-revolutionary measu',t'Gs were concerned . 
precisely with destroying the limited freedoms ond socio-political controls · 
available to the working class, worldng people and poor peasantry · under "new . 
democracy11 , and with vastly extending and deepening those available to the · 
national capitalist class. This is the history of rev·lution and counter
revolution in China \7hlch confirms as c.6rrect the initial hazy suspicions of 
our cynical capitalist in China. 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 

IN PREPARATION 

FROM 11 ANT I-REVISIONISM" 

TO REVOLUTIONARY ROMANTICISM 

A Marxist-Leninist analysis of the Editorial "The Theory 
and Practice of Revolution" published by "Zeri · i Populli t", 
organ of the Central Committee of the Albanian Party of 
Labour, on July 7th, 1977. 

The objective roots of modern revisionism 

Revisionism a~d Dogmatism - the metaphysical Siamese Twins 
underlying the falsification of Marxism-Leni:riism to make 
it serve the interests of world capitalism 

Subjective idealism and oechanical materialism as the 
philosophical progenitors of revisionism ~nd dogmatism 

Was Leninism the nlast word" in scientific socialism? . 

. Dialectical nk~terialism as the theoretical guide to the 
scientific cognition of the laws of motion of the 
capitalist system in the contemporary era. 
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